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GORDON’S INEQUALITY AND CONDITION NUMBERS IN CONIC OPTIMIZATION
DENNIS AMELUNXEN AND MARTIN LOTZ
ABSTRACT. The probabilistic analysis of condition numbers has traditionally been approached
from different angles; one is based on Smale’s program in complexity theory and features inte-
gral geometry, while the other is motivated by geometric functional analysis and makes use of the
theory of Gaussian processes. In this note we explore connections between the two approaches in
the context of the biconic homogeneous feasiblity problem and the condition numbers motivated
by conic optimization theory. Key tools in the analysis are Slepian’s and Gordon’s comparision
inequalities for Gaussian processes, interpreted as monotonicity properties of moment functionals,
and their interplay with ideas from conic integral geometry.
1. INTRODUCTION
This article deals with certain aspects of non-asymptotic random matrix theory and integral
geometry that are motivated by applications in conic optimization theory, compressed sensing,
and linear inverse problems. The objects of study are the norm, the smallest singular value, and
condition numbers of Gaussian random operators between convex cones.
Driven by various types of applications, the probabilistic analysis of condition numbers has
been of interest to two seemingly different cultures. The first culture derives its raison d’être
from Steve Smale’s program of a condition-based complexity theory [Sma81, Sma97, Bür10,
BC13], with the aim of developing an average-case or smoothed analysis of condition numbers,
and therefore, of the running time of numerical algorithms that depend on them. The second
culture has roots in geometric functional analysis, and seeks to identify bounds on extreme sin-
gular values, and hence condition numbers, that are satisfied with overwhelming probability.
This second strand has found its way into the sensitivity analysis for compressed sensing and
related problems [RV10, Ver12, CRPW12, FR13]. One purpose of this article is to explore con-
nections between these two points of view, and to develop a common perspective. Our setting
is a generalization of the homogeneous conic feasibility problem: given a closed convex cone
C ⊆ Rm and A ∈ Rn×m , does there exist a nonzero x ∈ C such that Ax = 0? Instances and vari-
ations of this problem include the linear, quadratic, and semidefinite programming feasibility
problems, as well as versions of the nullspace condition in compressed sensing and generaliza-
tions thereof. The associated quantities of interest are the norm, singular value, and Renegar’s
condition number [Ren95b] of A restricted to C . An important tool in the study of the norms
and singular values of Gaussian operators are the inequalities of Slepian and Gordon [Gor85].
We define a class of orthogonal invariant valuations on the set of convex bodies, the moment
functionals, and interpret Slepian’s inequality, as well as a generalization to higher moments, as
monotonicity property of these functionals. As a consequence we get new bounds on higher mo-
ments of the norm of cone restricted random operators involving Renegar’s condition number, as
well as bounds on invariants such as the Gaussian width and the statistical dimension of linear
images of convex cones. By generalizing these valuations to convex bundles we obtain a similar
geometric interpretation of Gordon’s comparison theorem. Finally, we discuss the benefits and
limitations of Gaussian comparison inequalities as a tool for the classic probabilistic analysis
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of condition numbers, and explore relations to the geometric theory based on conic integral
geometry and spherical tube formulas.
Before presenting a more detailed description in Section 1.2–1.4, we start out with an illus-
tration of the above-mentioned two different practices in analyzing the probabilistic behavior of
condition numbers. For a real-world metaphor, imagine an overdone pizza; to judge its quality
you can either focus on the burnt rim, or on the mean color of the topping.
1.1. Two viewpoints on condition numbers. Condition numbers measure the computational
difficulty (in a general sense) of an input for a given numerical problem: the higher the condition
of an input the harder it is for the machine to solve it. It is often the case that a specific set, the so-
called ill-posed inputs, is particularly hard, if not numerically impossible to solve. This is usually
a zero-volume set, and in many cases of interest the condition number is inversely proportional
to the (normalized) distance to the set of ill-posed inputs. To estimate the likeliness of an input
being badly conditioned one may either put the emphasis on the set of ill-posed inputs and
show that the volume of the tube around it does not grow very fast, or one may try to show
that most inputs are “reasonably well conditioned”. This second approach is a bit delicate, as
the condition of a random input may indeed have infinite expectation; only its inverse, the
(normalized) distance, which is 1-Lipschitz by the reverse triangle inequality, always has a first
(and higher) moment(s). But using concentration of measure arguments one may argue that
most inputs lie at a certain distance from the set of ill-posed inputs and deduce from that tail
estimates for the condition number.
To make matters a bit more concrete, assume that the input space is Rd , the ill-posed inputs
form a scale invariant hypersurface Σ⊂ Rd , i.e., Σ has codimension one in Rd and λΣ=Σ for all
λ> 0, and the condition number of an input x ∈Rd is given by
C (x)= ‖x‖
dist(x ,Σ)
, (1.1)
where dist denotes the Euclidean distance. Denoting by g ∼ NORMAL(0,Id ) a Gaussian vector
in Rd , we are interested in upper bounds for the tail P{C (g )≥ λ}. Note that by scale invariance
we can assume ‖x‖ = 1, so denoting by θ ∈ Sd−1 a uniformly random point on the sphere, we
have P{C (g )≥λ}=P{C (θ)≥λ}.
(1) A typical analysis of C motivated by complexity theoretic questions lays its focus on
capturing the tail behavior of C at infinity, or, equivalently, the volume (with respect to the
probability measure) of an ε-tube around Σ for small ε> 0. In this regime we have
P{C (θ)≥ t } [ε=1/t ]= P{dist(θ,Σ)≤ ε}= ε volΣ+ (higher order terms in ε)≈ t−1volΣ,
where volΣ denotes the lower-dimensional volume of Σ induced by the Gaussian measure. Typ-
ically, it is the logarithm of the condition number that drives complexity bounds for numerical
algorithms. A bound of the form P{C (θ)≥ t }≤ c1t for some constant c1 > 0 allows to estimate the
expected value of the logarithm of C (see [BCL06, Prop. 2.4]):
E[logC (θ)]≤ 1+ logc1. (1.2)
Such an estimate can be used to derive bounds for the expected running time of numerical
algorithms [BC13].
(2) The second approach focuses on the distribution of the distance to ill-posedness. We
denote its expectation by µ := E[dist(θ,Σ)]. Keep in mind that the condition number itself C (θ)
has infinite expectation. The concentration of measure phenomenon [Led01] yields
P{dist(θ,Σ)≤µ−λ}≤ c2exp(−c3dλ2),
for some constants c2,c3 > 0, or equivalently, setting t := (µ−λ)−1,
P{C (θ)≥ t }≤ c2exp
(
−c3d
(
µ− 1
t
)2)
. (1.3)
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An estimate of this form allows precise statements about the order of magnitude of C (θ) for
growing d . However, observe that for fixed d (no matter how large) the right-hand side in (1.3)
does not converge to zero as t →∞. This deficiency, among other things, rules out estimates of
the logarithm of the condition number as achieved in (1.2) by the direct method.
1.1.1. The upshot. We have chosen the spherical setting in the above discussion as this provides
the clearest connection between the two described viewpoints. In particular, in view of the
second approach it is often more convenient to work in the Gaussian setting; also because not
all condition numbers are exactly of the form (1.1), some are of the form
κ(x)= ‖x‖∗
dist(x ,Σ)
, (1.4)
where ‖x‖∗ is a more general norm (or Minkowski functional). In this case the spherical and the
Gaussian setting are still closely related but not the same. A prominent example of a non-conic
condition number is the classical matrix condition: here ‖x‖ corresponds to the Frobenius norm,
while ‖x‖∗ corresponds to the operator norm, which is the more common choice. From the
above discussion, in particular from (1.3) it should have become clear that a central problem is
to have lower bounds for the expected distance to ill-posedness E[dist(g ,Σ)], and in the non-conic
setting one additionally needs upper bounds for the expected norm E[‖g‖∗]. Important tools to
achieve such bounds are the inequalities of Slepian and Gordon, which we discuss next.
1.2. Conically restricted operators and Gordon’s inequalities. The classical condition num-
ber of a matrix1 A ∈Rn×m is the ratio of the operator norm and the smallest singular value. Using
the notation
‖A‖ := max
x∈Sm−1
‖Ax‖, σ(A) := min
x∈Sm−1
‖Ax‖,
the smallest singular value of A is given by max
{
σ(A),σ(AT )
}
, so that the classical condition
number is given by
κ(A)=min
{ ‖A‖
σ(A)
,
‖A‖
σ(AT )
}
.
With a view towards the convex feasibility problem, cf. Section 1.3/2.2, we introduce the follow-
ing generalization: Let C ⊆ Rm, D ⊆ Rn be closed convex cones, and let A ∈Rn×m . We define the
restriction of the linear operator A to C and D by
AC→D : C →D, AC→D (x) :=ΠD (Ax), (1.5)
where ΠD : R
n → D denotes the orthogonal projection, i.e., ΠD (y )= argmin{‖y − z‖ : z ∈ D}. Ac-
cordingly, we define restricted versions of the norm and the singular value:
‖A‖C→D := max
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖AC→D (x)‖, σC→D (A) := min
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖AC→D (x)‖. (1.6)
In Section 2 we will give a geometric interpretation of these quantities and describe how they
appear in applications.
A standard way to bound these quantities for Gaussian operators is by means of Slepian’s and
Gordon’s inequalities [Gor85, LT91, DS01], as in the following theorem. As the first of the stated
bounds does not seem available in the literature, we provide a proof in Appendix B.
Theorem 1.1. Let C ⊆ Rm , D ⊆ Rn closed convex cones, and let G ∈ Rn×m be a Gaussian matrix
and g ∈Rm , g ′ ∈Rn independent Gaussian vectors. Then for f : R→R monotonically increasing and
convex,
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D)
]
≤ E
[
f
(
‖ΠD(g ′)‖+‖ΠC (g )‖
)]
. (1.7)
1Contrary to tradition, we denote the number of rows by n and the number of columns by m, so that, as an
operator, A : Rm →Rn .
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If γ ∈ R denotes a standard Gaussian variable, which is independent of G , then for every monotoni-
cally increasing f ,
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D +γ)
]
≤ E
[
f
(
‖ΠD(g ′)‖+‖ΠC (g )‖
)]
, (1.8)
E
[
f (σC→D (G))+γ
]
≥ E
[
f
(
‖ΠD(g ′)‖−‖ΠC (g )‖
)]
. (1.9)
As a corollary from (1.7) we obtain another inequality that turns out to be useful in the area
of conic integral geometry that we describe in Section 1.4 below.
Corollary 1.2. Let C ⊆ Rm, D ⊆ Rn closed convex cones, and let T ∈ Rℓ×m and U ∈ Rp×n . Then for
r ≥ 1,
E
[
‖G˜‖rT C→UD
]
≤κ(T )r κ(U )r E
[
‖G‖rC→D
]
, (1.10)
where G˜ ∈Rp×ℓ and G ∈Rn×m are Gaussian matrices.
In fact, the above corollary holds with Renegar’s condition number instead of the usual ma-
trix one, cf. Proposition 3.9. As special cases we obtain condition based estimates of moment
functionals such as the Gaussian width and the statistical dimension (see Section 3). The idea
of using Slepian’s lemma to obtain condition number estimates for the Gaussian width of linear
images of convex cones was suggested to us by Michael B. McCoy.
We will see that (1.10) may fail for r < 1. This will also show that (1.7) may fail if f is not
convex.
1.3. The convex feasibility problem. The primal and dual (homogeneous) feasibility problems
with reference cone C ⊆Rm are the decision problems
∃x ∈C \ {0} s.t. Ax = 0, (P) ∃y ∈Rn \ {0} s.t. − AT y ∈C ◦, (D)
where A ∈ Rn×m and C ◦ = {z ∈ Rm : 〈x ,z〉 ≤ 0 for all x ∈ C } denotes the polar cone of C . Special
cases of interest in conic optimization are when C is the non-negative orthant, the second-order
cone, or the cone of positive semidefinite matrices [BV04]. Other cases of interest, that include
compressed sensing, are when C is the descent cone of a convex regularizer, in which case (the
negation of) (P) is sometimes referred to as a nullspace condition.
In the spirit of [Ren95b] we consider the following convex feasibility problem in the setting
with two nonzero closed convex cones C ⊆Rm, D ⊆Rn:
∃x ∈C \ {0} s.t. Ax ∈D◦, (P) ∃y ∈D \ {0} s.t. − AT y ∈C ◦. (D)
Note that we have a complete symmetry between (P) and (D) via the exchange of A by −AT . We
denote the set of primal feasible instances and the set of dual feasible instances by
P (C ,D) := {A ∈Rn×m : (P) is feasible}, D(C ,D) := {A ∈Rn×m : (D) is feasible},
and we call
Σ(C ,D) :=P (C ,D)∩D(C ,D)
the set of ill-posed inputs. Indeed, we will see that P (C ,D) and D(C ,D) are both closed, the union
of P (C ,D) and D(C ,D) is the whole input space Rn×m unless C = D = Rm , and the probability
that a Gaussian matrix lies in Σ(C ,D) is zero (Section 2.2).
As for the relation of this generalized feasibility problem to conically restricted linear op-
erators, observe that A ∈ P (C ,D) if and only if σC→D (A) = 0, and A ∈ D(C ,D) if and only if
σD→C (−AT )= 0. Moreover, we will see in Section 2.2 that
dist(A,P )=σC→D (A), dist(A,D)=σD→C (−AT ),
where dist denotes the Euclidean distance.
The restricted singular value has also found applications in the context of linear inverse prob-
lems [CRPW12]. More precisely, consider the problem of recovering an unknown signal x0 ∈Rm
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from noisy observations z0 = Ax0+w , with A ∈ Rn×m and ‖w‖ ≤ ε, by solving the optimization
problem
minimize ‖x‖∗ subject to ‖Ax− z0‖ ≤ ε,
where ‖.‖∗ is a convex function, usually a suitably chosen norm (a typical example is when x0 is
sparse and ‖x‖∗ = ‖x‖ℓ1). If xˆ is a solution of the above problem and C =D(‖.‖∗,x0) denotes the
cone of descent directions of ‖.‖∗, then the error ‖xˆ−x0‖ is bounded by [CRPW12, Prop. 2.2]
‖xˆ−x0‖ ≤
2ε
σC→Rn (A)
.
The more natural setting where the norm of the perturbation is proportional to the norm of the
measurement matrix, ‖w‖ ≤ ε‖A‖, leads directly to the consideration of a common condition
number for conic optimization, to be introduced next.
Renegar’s condition number is given by
RC ,D(A) :=
‖A‖
dist(A,Σ(C ,D))
=min
{ ‖A‖
σC→D (A)
,
‖A‖
σD→C (−AT )
}
.
Besides the above mentioned application, Renegar’s condition number has originally been used
to estimate the running time of interior point algorithms that solve the convex feasibility prob-
lem (in the case D = Rn). An average-case analysis of this condition number has been given
in [AB13] (for previous analyses in the context of linear programming see [BC13] and the refer-
ences therein). This analysis does not use Gordon’s inequalities, but relies on certain quantities
stemming from the domain of integral geometry.
In the following section we provide a short overview of the main ideas of conic integral ge-
ometry. One aim of this paper is to highlight connections between the exact theory of integral
geometry and the approximate methods centering around the concentration of measure phe-
nomenon, and to provide some first applications of Gordon’s inequalities in this neighboring
area.
1.4. Conic integral geometry. The theory of conic integral geometry centers around the intrin-
sic volumes v0(C ), . . . ,vm(C ), which are assigned to every closed convex cone C ⊆Rm . They form a
discrete probability distribution on {0, . . . ,m} that captures statistical properties of the coneC . For
example, the (conic) Steiner formula (3.4) describes the Gaussian measure of a neighborhood of
C , while the kinematic formulas [ALMT14] describe the exact intersection probabilities of ran-
domly oriented cones. Instead of giving the exact definition of these quantities (see Section 3.2),
we remark that the moment generating function of this discrete probability distribution coin-
cides, after a simple variable transformation, with the moment generating function of ‖ΠC (g )‖,
where g denotes as usual a standard Gaussian vector in Rm and ΠC denotes the orthogonal pro-
jection on C , as shown by McCoy and Tropp [MT13b]. Moreover, the expectation of the discrete
probability distribution given by the intrinsic volumes, which is called the statistical dimension
of C , coincides with the expectation of the squared projected length E
[
‖ΠC (g )‖2
]
. This evinces
a close relation between the statistical dimension of C and the Gaussian width of C ∩Sm−1, see
Section 5.1 for a discussion.
In Section 3.2 we present an alternative perspective on conic integral geometry through mo-
ment functionals. The moment functionals evaluated in a convex body K describe the moments
of hK (g ), where hK (x) =maxz∈K 〈z ,x〉 is the support function of K (see Section 2.3) and g is a
Gaussian vector,
µ f (K )= E
[
f (hK (g ))
]
.
Slepian’s lemma and its extensions can be interpretated as monotonicity properties of moment
functionals with respect to contractions (Proposition 3.5); direct consequences of these mono-
tonicity properties are the bounds (1.7), (1.8), and (1.10). The moment functionals generalize
to support functions of convex bundles (see Section 4.2), which leads to the inequality (1.9).
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The main motivation for introducing moment functionals was to give a geometric interpreta-
tion of Slepian’s and Gordon’s inequalities and to simplify the use of these inequalities. Moreover,
this concept highlights the difference between the largest and the smallest singular value of a
(conically restricted) operator and it helps in establishing connections to conic and Euclidean
integral geometry.
1.5. Context and contributions. We finish this introduction by putting the work into a broader
context and describe the specific contributions made.
1.5.1. Condition numbers and random matrices. Motivated by problems from nuclear physics,
classical random matrix theory has traditionally been concerned with the limiting distributions
of the spectrum of a matrix as the dimension grows to infinity. For a square Gaussian (m×m)-
matrix G one has the asymptotics ‖G‖ ∼pm and σ(G)∼ 1p
m
, whereas for a rectangular (n×m)-
matrix, n >m, one has asymptotically (with m
n
converging to a limit in (0,1)) ‖G‖∼pn+pm and
σ(G)∼pn−pm [BY93, RV09]. Other fields of applications such as statistics, signal processing
and numerical analysis, however, have led to an interest in properties of random matrices that
hold for finite values of n and m. The typical kind of questions asked within each of the two
cultures mentioned in the beginning are:
(1) How big is the expected logarithm of the condition number? How small is the probability
that the condition number of a random matrix exceeds, say, 102?
(2) What is the probability that the extremal singular values of a random matrix are close
to their asymptotic limiting values?
For square matrices n = m, the precise distribution of the matrix condition number κ(G) =
‖G‖/σ(G) of has been derived by Alan Edelman [Ede88]. From his analysis, it follows that the
expected logarithm of the condition number of G satisfies the bounds
E[logκ(G)]≤ logm+1.537. (1.11)
Moreover, the following type of tail estimates are known [AW04, CD05, ES05],
ct−(n−m+1)≤P{κ(G)≥ t }≤C t−(n−m+1), (1.12)
with constants that depend polynomially on m,n. As already remarked in (1.2), a standard
argument shows that an estimate of the form E[logκ(G)]=O(logn) follows from (1.12).
By the Eckart-Young Theorem, the smallest singular value is the distance of a matrix to
the set of singular matrices. Moreover, other condition numbers can be interpreted as (nor-
malized) inverse distance to a set of ill-posed inputs as well [Dem87], if not defined in this
way [Ren95a, Ren95b]. Bounds of the type (1.12) can thus be derived conveniently using tubu-
lar neighborhoods, as was pointed out by Demmel [Dem87, Dem88]. This method works well
for estimating the condition number of square matrices and generalizations to the condition
number of other problems. A common generalization of average-case analysis is smoothed anal-
ysis [ST02, Wsc04, BCL08, Bür10, BC10], which studies the behavior of condition numbers
under small perturbations.
From the point of view of the second culture, the focus of what is known as non-asymptotic
randommatrix theory (NRMT) does not lie on condition numbers per se, but in deriving effective
versions of the asymptotic limiting results for the spectra of random matrices, in the sense
that classical measure concentration results for the sums of random variables provide effective
versions of the central limit theorem [RV10, Ver12]. A method of choice in this type of analysis
when dealing with Gaussian matrices is Gordon’s comparison inequality. Applied to the smallest
and largest singular values, Gordon’s theorem implies (e.g., [Ver12, Theorem 5.32]),
p
n−pm ≤ E[σ(G)]≤ E[‖G‖]≤pn+pm.
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In combination with standard measure concentration, one obtains sharp bounds for the proba-
bility that the condition number is close to C · (pn+pm)/(pn−pm).
While smoothed analysis was the “generalization of choice” when focusing on tail estimates
and expectation of condition numbers in the context of computational complexity theory, the
results in NRMT tend to hold for sub-Gaussian random matrix ensembles. This is natural, given
the analogy to concentration results for sums of random variables as effective interpretations
of the central limit theorem, which is obviously not restricted to Gaussian distributions. For an
overview of results in this stream of developments, see [RV10]. We remark that also a hybrid of
these generalizations, a smoothed analysis of the matrix condition number under rather general
conditions on the distribution is available [TV07].
1.5.2. Contributions. The main motivation for this work was to show and clarify connections
between non-asymptotic random matrix theory (NRMT), the theory of condition numbers, and
integral geometry in the setting of convex cones and operators between them. To establish this
we introduce the notion of conically restricted operators and show that the methods from NRMT
based on the concentration of measure phenomenon and the inequalities of Slepian and Gordon,
which were previously used to analyze the spectrum of Gaussian matrices, naturally extend to
this more general setting. On the other hand we introduce the biconic feasibility problem, and
show that the distance to primal/dual feasibility coincides with the singular value of the conically
restricted linear operator. Having established this connection we clarify what kind of condition
number estimates result from the above-mentioned methods from NRMT.
On the theoretical side, we introduce the concept of moment functionals on convex bodies
and convex bundles, and show that Slepian’s lemma and Gordon’s inequality can be interpreted
as monotonicity properties of these moment functionals. This simplifies the use of these in-
equalities in finite dimensional settings. Furthermore, we establish a close connection between
moment functionals and conic integral geometry. This connection, on the one hand, lets us apply
Slepian’s lemma to obtain some novel estimates of important integral-geometric quantities. On
the other hand, we use integral-geometric arguments to obtain exact formulas for certain events
for which NRMT arguments only provide bounds. We illustrate the usefulness of these exact
formulas by providing an example that shows the necessity of an assumption in an extension of
Gordon’s inequality that we provide in this work, which also seems to be novel.
1.6. Acknowledgments. We thankMichael B. McCoy for suggesting the use of Slepian’s inequal-
ity in relation to linear images of cones, and for pointing out to us Maurer’s article [Mau11], and
Joel Tropp for useful comments.
2. CONICALLY RESTRICTED LINEAR OPERATORS
In this section we discuss the restriction of a linear operator to closed convex cones. Our focus
will not be on the restriction itself (1.5), but rather on the restricted norm and the restricted
(smallest) singular value (1.6). In Section 2.1 we derive general properties of these quantities
and compare them to the unrestricted versions, in Section 2.2 we establish a relation to the
generalized homogeneous feasibility problem, and in Section 2.3 we derive a convex geometric
perspective.
2.1. Restricted norm and restricted singular value. Before discussing conically restricted
operators, we record the following simple but useful lemma, which generalizes the relation
ker A = (im AT )⊥.
Lemma 2.1. Let D ⊆Rn closed convex cone. Then the polar cone is the inverse image of the origin
under the projection map, D◦ := {z ∈Rn : 〈y ,z〉≤ 0 for all y ∈D}=Π−1D (0). Furthermore, if A ∈Rn×m ,
then
A−1(D◦)=
(
AT D
)◦
, (2.1)
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where A−1(D◦)= {x ∈Rm : Ax ∈D◦} denotes the inverse image of D◦ under A.
Proof. For the first claim, note that ‖ΠD(z)‖ =maxy∈D∩B n 〈z , y〉, and maxy∈D∩B n 〈z , y〉 = 0 is equiv-
alent to 〈z , y〉≤ 0 for all y ∈D, i.e., z ∈D◦.
For (2.1), let x ∈ A−1(D◦) and y ∈ D. Then 〈x , AT y〉 = 〈Ax , y〉 ≤ 0, as Ax ∈ D◦. Therefore,
A−1(D◦)⊆ (AT D)◦. On the other hand, if v ∈ (AT D)◦ and y ∈D, then 〈Av , y〉= 〈v , AT y〉≤ 0, so that
Av ∈D◦ and hence, (AT D)◦ ⊆ A−1(D◦). 
Recall from (1.6) that for A ∈ Rn×m , C ⊆ Rm and D ⊆ Rn closed convex cones, the restricted
norm and singular value of A are defined by ‖A‖C→D := max{‖AC→D (x)‖ : x ∈ C ∩ Sm−1} and
σC→D (A) :=min{‖AC→D (x)‖ : x ∈C ∩Sm−1}, respectively, where AC→D (x)=ΠD (Ax). The following
proposition provides geometric conditions for the vanishing of the restricted norm or singular
value.
Proposition 2.2. Let A ∈Rn×m , C ⊆ Rm and D ⊆Rn closed convex cones. Then the restricted norm
vanishes, ‖A‖C→D = 0, if and only if C ⊆ (AT D)◦. Furthermore, the restricted singular value vanishes,
σC→D (A)= 0, if and only if C ∩ (AT D)◦ 6= {0}, which is equivalent to AC ∩D◦ 6= {0} or ker A∩C 6= {0}.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1 we have ΠD (Ax) = 0 if and only if Ax ∈D◦. This shows ‖A‖C→D = 0 if
and only if Ax ∈D◦ for all x ∈C∩Sm−1, or equivalently, C ⊆ A−1(D◦)= (AT D)◦ by (2.1). The claim
about the restricted singular value follows similarly: σC→D (A)= 0 if and only if Ax ∈D◦ for some
x ∈C ∩Sm−1, or equivalently, C ∩ A−1(D◦) 6= {0}. If x ∈C ∩ A−1(D◦) \ {0}, then either Ax is nonzero
or x lies in the kernel of A, which shows the second characterization. 
It is easily seen that the restricted norm is symmetric ‖A‖C→D = ‖AT ‖D→C ,
‖A‖C→D = max
x∈C∩B m
max
y∈D∩B n
〈Ax , y〉= max
y∈D∩B n
max
x∈C∩B m
〈AT y ,x〉 = ‖AT ‖D→C . (2.2)
Such a relation does not hold in general for the restricted singular value. In fact, in Section 2.2
we will see that, unless C = D = Rm , the minimum of σC→D (A) and σD→C (−AT ) is always zero,
if C and D have nonempty interior, cf. (2.6). And if C or D is a linear subspace then σD→C (−AT )=
σD→C (AT ).
Remark 2.3. In the case C =Rm , D =Rn , with n ≥m, one can characterize the smallest singular
value of A as the inverse of the norm of the (Moore-Penrose) pseudoinverse of A:
σ(A)=‖A†‖−1.
Such a characterization does not hold in general for the restricted singular value, i.e., in general
one cannot write σC→D (A) as ‖A†‖−1D→C . Consider for example the case D = Rn and C a circular
cone of angle α around some center p ∈ Sm−1. Both cones have nonempty interior, but letting α
go to zero, it is readily seen that σC→D (A) tends to ‖Ap‖, while ‖A†‖D→C tends to ‖pT A†‖, which
is in general not equal to ‖Ap‖−1, unless AT A = Im .
2.1.1. Cone angles. One can express the restricted singular value in terms of a restricted norm, if
the matrix A is well-conditioned and “tall and skinny”. We show this in the following proposition
for which we need to prepare some notation: for nonzero cones C ,D ⊆ Rm denote the smallest
angle between these cones by
d (C ,D) :=min
{
arccos〈x , y〉 : x ∈C ∩Sm−1, y ∈D∩Sm−1
}
,
and denote the capped angle by
d¯ (C ,D) :=min
{
arccos〈x , y〉 : x ∈C ∩B m , y ∈D∩B m
}
=min
{
d (C ,D), π2
}
.
The quantity cos d¯(C ,D) coincides with the quantity 〈〈C ,D〉〉 introduced in [MT13a] in the context
of convex demixing.
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Lemma 2.4. Let C ,D ⊆Rm closed convex cones. Then
‖Im‖C→D = cos d¯ (C ,D), σC→D (Im)= sin d¯(C ,D◦).
Proof. We have
‖Im‖C→D = max
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖ΠD (x)‖ = max
x∈C∩B m
max
y∈D∩B m
〈x , y〉 = cos d¯(C ,D),
and, using the Pythagorean identity ‖x‖2 = ‖ΠD (x)‖2+‖ΠD◦ (x)‖2,
σC→D (Im)2 = min
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖ΠD (x)‖2 = min
x∈C∩Sm−1
(1−‖ΠD◦ (x)‖2)
= 1− max
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖ΠD◦(x)‖2 = 1−‖In‖2C→D◦ = sin2 d¯ (C ,D◦). 
Proposition 2.5. Let C ⊆Rm and D ⊆ Rn nonzero closed convex cones. If A ∈Rn×m satisfies AT A =
Im or A A
T = In, then
‖A‖C→D =
{
cos d¯ (AC ,D) if n ≥m
cos d¯ (C , AT D) if n ≤m, σC→D (A)=
{
sin d¯(AC ,D◦) if n ≥m
sin d¯(C , (AT D)◦) if n ≤m. (2.3)
In particular, if n ≥m, then
σC→D (A)2 = 1−‖A‖2C→D◦ .
Proof. If n ≥m then ‖Ax‖= ‖x‖ and hence, AC ∩Sn−1 = A(C ∩Sm−1). It follows that
‖A‖C→D = max
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖ΠD(Ax)‖= max
z∈AC∩Sn−1
‖ΠD (z)‖ = ‖In‖AC→D = cos d¯(AC ,D)
by Lemma 2.4. Analogous arguments show σC→D (A)= sin d¯ (AC ,D◦).
If n ≤m then ‖A‖C→D = cos d¯(C , AT D) follows directly from symmetry (2.2). For σC→D (A) we
compute, using AT (D∩B n)= AT D∩B m
σC→D (A)= min
x∈C∩Sm−1
max
y∈D∩B n
〈Ax , y〉 = min
x∈C∩Sm−1
max
y∈D∩B n
〈x , AT y〉 = min
x∈C∩Sm−1
max
z∈(AT D)∩B m
〈x ,z〉
= min
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖ΠAT D(x)‖= ‖Im‖C→AT D = sin d¯(C , (AT D)◦). 
In the case n ≤ m the value of σC→D (A) depends on the position of C relative to the kernel
of A. For example, if D =Rn and A AT = Im, then
σC→Rn (A)= sin d¯(C ,ker A),
as (ATRn)◦ = A−1({0}) = ker A by (2.1). This equality and further relations, in particular in con-
nection to convex programming, is the focus of the following section.
2.2. The biconic feasibility problem. Recall from Section 1.3 the convex feasibility problem in
the setting with two nonzero closed convex cones C ⊆Rm , D ⊆Rn:
∃x ∈C \ {0} s.t. Ax ∈D◦, (P) ∃y ∈D \ {0} s.t. − AT y ∈C ◦. (D)
Using Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 we obtain the following characterizations of the primal
feasible matrices P (C ,D) := {A ∈Rn×m : (P) is feasible},
P (C ,D)
(2.1)=
{
A ∈Rn×m :C ∩
(
AT D
)◦ 6= {0}} [Prop. 2.2]= {A ∈Rn×m :σC→D (A)= 0}. (2.4)
By symmetry, we obtain for the dual feasible matrices D(C ,D) := {A ∈Rn×m : (D) is feasible},
D(C ,D)= {A ∈Rn×m : D∩ (−AC )◦ 6= {0}}= {A ∈Rn×m :σD→C (−AT )= 0}. (2.5)
In fact, we will see that σC→D (A) and σD→C (−AT ) can be characterized as the distances to
P (C ,D) and D(C ,D), respectively. We defer the proofs for this section to Appendix A.
In the following proposition we collect some general properties of P (C ,D) and D(C ,D).
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Proposition 2.6. Let C ⊆Rm , D ⊆Rn closed convex cones with nonempty interior. Then
(1) P (C ,D) and D(C ,D) are closed;
(2) the union of these sets is given by
P (C ,D)∪D(C ,D) =
{
{A ∈Rm×m : det A = 0} if C =D =Rm
R
n×m else;
(3) the intersection of these sets is nonempty but has zero (Lebesgue) volume, i.e.,
P
{
G ∈P (C ,D)∩D(C ,D)
}
= 0,
where G ∈Rn×m Gaussian.
Note that from (2) and the characterizations (2.4) and (2.5) of P (C ,D) and D(C ,D), respec-
tively, we obtain for every A ∈Rn×m: min{σC→D (A),σD→C (−AT )}= 0 or, equivalently,
max
{
σC→D (A),σD→C (−AT )
}
=σC→D (A)+σD→C (−AT ), (2.6)
unless C =D =Rm .
In the following we simplify the notation by writing P ,D instead of P (C ,D),D(C ,D). For the
announced interpretation of the restricted singular value as distance to P ,D we introduce the
following notation: for A ∈Rn×m define
dist(A,P ) :=min{‖∆‖ : A+∆ ∈P }, dist(A,D) :=min{‖∆‖ : A+∆ ∈D},
where as usual, the norm considered is the operator norm. The proof of the following proposi-
tion, given in Appendix A, follows along the lines of similar derivations in the case with a cone
and a linear subspace [BF09].
Proposition 2.7. Let C ⊆Rm , D ⊆Rn nonzero closed convex cones with nonempty interior. Then
dist(A,P )=σC→D (A), dist(A,D)=σD→C (−AT ).
We finish this section by considering the intersection of P and D, which we denote by
Σ(C ,D) :=P (C ,D)∩D(C ,D),
or simply Σ when the cones are clear from context. This set is usually referred to as the set
of ill-posed inputs. As shown in Proposition 2.6, the set of ill-posed inputs, assuming C ⊆ Rm
and D ⊆ Rn each have nonempty interior, is a nonempty zero volume set. In the special case
C =Rm, D =Rn ,
Σ(Rm ,Rn )= {rank deficient matrices in Rn×m}.
From (2.6) and Proposition 2.7 we obtain, if (C ,D) 6= (Rm ,Rm),
dist(A,Σ)=max
{
dist(A,P ),dist(A,D)
}
= dist(A,P )+dist(A,D).
The inverse distance to ill-posedness forms the heart of Renegar’s condition number [Ren94,
Ren95a]. We denote
RC ,D(A) :=
‖A‖
dist(A,Σ(C ,D))
=min
{ ‖A‖
σC→D (A)
,
‖A‖
σD→C (−AT )
}
. (2.7)
Furthermore, we abbreviate the special case D =Rn , which corresponds to the classical feasibility
problem, cf. Section 1.3, by the notation
RC (A) :=RC ,Rn (A). (2.8)
Note that the usual matrix condition number is recovered in the case C =Rm , D =Rn ,
RRm (A)=RRm ,Rn (A)= κ(A).
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Another simple but useful property is the symmetry RC ,D(A)=RD,C (−AT ). Finally, note that the
restricted singular value has the following monotonicity properties
C ⊆C ′⇒σC→D (A)≥σC ′→D (A), D ⊆D ′⇒σC→D (A)≤σC→D ′ (A).
This indicates that not necessarily RC (A) ≤RC ′(A) if C ⊆C ′. But in the case C ′ = Rm and n ≥m
this inequality does hold, which we formulate in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. Let C ⊆ Rm closed convex cone with nonempty interior and A ∈ Rn×m with n ≥ m.
Then
RC (A)≤ κ(A). (2.9)
Proof. In the case C = Rm we have RRm (A) = κ(A). If C 6= Rm then AC 6= Rn , as n ≥m. It follows
that Rn ∩ (−AC )◦ 6= {0}, and thus σRn→C (−AT )= 0, cf. (2.5). Hence,
RC (A)=
‖A‖
σC→Rn (A)
≤ ‖A‖
σRm→Rn (A)
= κ(A). 
The interesting case for convex optimizations is in fact where C is some self-dual cone like
the nonnegative orthant or the cone of nonnegative definite matrices, and n < m. For these
cases Renegar’s condition number has found applications in the complexity analysis of convex
optimization, see [BC13] for a discussion and references. For example, [VRPH07] provides an
analysis of the running time of an interior-point algorithm for the convex feasibility problem
in terms of this condition number. In Section 3.5 we use RC (A) for upper bounds of some
important moment functionals. Section 5 contains further details on the mentioned complexity
analysis in convex optimization.
2.3. Convex geometric interpretation. The restricted norm and the restricted singular value
can be interpreted in terms of the support function of convex bodies. Recall that a set K ⊂Rm is
a convex body if K is nonempty, compact, and convex. The support function of a convex body
K ⊂Rm is given by
hK : R
m →R, hK (x) :=max
z∈K
〈x ,z〉.
If C ⊆Rm is a closed convex cone, and if K =C ∩B m, where B m :=
{
x ∈Rm : ‖x‖ ≤ 1
}
, denotes the
corresponding cone stub, then one readily verifies that
‖ΠC (x)‖ = hK (x), for all x ∈Rm . (2.10)
If K = conv(C∩Sm−1) then one still has ‖ΠC (x)‖ = hK (x) for all x 6∈ int(C ◦), but in general one only
gets an inequality:
‖ΠC (x)‖ ≥ hK (x), for all x ∈Rm . (2.11)
Remark 2.9. Interpreting x ∈Rm as the linear map R→Rm , λ 7→λx, we have the characterization
‖ΠC (x)‖=σR+→C (x). Moreover, we have
σC→R+ (−xT )= min
z∈C∩Sm−1
max{−〈x ,z〉,0}=
{
0 if x 6∈C ◦
−maxz∈C∩Sm−1〈x ,z〉 if x ∈C ◦.
Using this, we can write the support function of K = conv(C ∩Sm−1) in the form
hK (x)=σR+→C (x)−σC→R+ (−xT ). (2.12)
In particular, one can interpret the summands in (2.12) as positive and negative parts of hK (x),
and write
dist(x ,Σ(R+,C ))=σR+→C (x)+σC→R+ (−xT )= |hK (x)|.
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The restricted norm is related to the following construction: for convex bodies K ⊂Rm , K ′ ⊂Rn
define the (convex) tensor product
K ⊗ˆK ′ := conv{x⊗ y : x ∈K , y ∈K ′}⊂Rmn ,
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product x ⊗ y = (x1y1, . . . ,x1yn ,x2y2, . . . ,xm yn), which is a con-
crete model for the classical tensor product. An application of Carathéodory’s theorem [Bar02,
(2.4)] shows that K ⊗ˆK ′ is again a convex body. If vec: Rn×m → Rnm denotes the function that
concatenates the columns of the matrices, then
〈vec(A),x ⊗ y〉 = 〈Ax , y〉. (2.13)
Hence, if C ⊆Rm and D ⊆Rn are closed convex cones, and if K =C ∩B m and K ′ =D ∩B n denote
the corresponding cone stubs, then
‖A‖C→D = max
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖ΠD(Ax)‖ =max
x∈K
‖ΠD(Ax)‖ (2.10)= max
x∈K ,y∈K ′
〈Ax , y〉 (2.13)= max
x∈K ,y∈K ′
〈vec(A),x ⊗ y〉
= hK ⊗ˆK ′(vec(A)). (2.14)
Note that instead of the cone stub C ∩B m we could have taken K = conv(C ∩Sm−1).
Example 2.10. Choosing C =Rm , D =Rn , shows that the operator norm is given by the support
function of B m ⊗ˆB n. As the dual of the operator norm is given by the Schatten-1 matrix norm
‖.‖∗, which returns the sum of the singular values of a matrix, we obtain
B m ⊗ˆB n = {vec(A) : A ∈Rm×n ,‖A‖∗ ≤ 1}. (2.15)
In particular, the convex tensor product of two cone stubs is not necessarily a cone stub.
The restricted singular value has a similar description as the restricted norm in (2.14). For
this we need to introduce the concept of a convex bundle. In the following let the set of convex
bodies in RN be denoted by K (RN ) := {K ⊂RN : convex body}.
Definition 2.11. A convex bundle with compact base set M ⊂ Rm is a set-valued map F : M →
K (RN ) such that the graph
gr(F )=
⋃
x∈M
{x}×F (x)⊂Rm ×RN
is compact as well. The support function of F is defined by
hF : R
N →R, hF (v) :=min
x∈M
hF (x)(v)=min
x∈M
max
z∈F (x)
〈v ,z〉.
The restricted singular value is related to the following construction: for compact sets M ⊂Rm,
M ′ ⊂Rn define the (convex) tensor bundle
F : M →K (Rmn ), x 7→ {x}⊗K ′,
where K ′ := conv(M ′) denotes the convex hull of M ′. Using (2.13), we can write the support
function in the form
hF (vec(A))=min
x∈M
max
y∈M ′
〈Ax , y〉,
where A ∈Rn×m . We denote this bundle by M →M ⊗ˆM ′. Setting M :=C ∩Sm−1 and M ′ :=D∩B n,
we obtain for the bundle F =M →M ⊗ˆM ′, cp. (2.14),
σC→D (A)=hF (vec(A)). (2.16)
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3. MOMENT FUNCTIONALS OF CONVEX BODIES
In this section we consider the moments of the random variable hK (g ), where K is a convex
body and g is a standard Gaussian vector of appropriate dimension. As shown in Section 2.3 this
includes as a special case the moments of the restricted norm ‖G‖C→D , where G is a Gaussian
matrix. In Section 3.1 we introduce the concept of moment functionals, whose relation to
Euclidean and conic intrinsic volumes will be discussed in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we present
Slepian’s Lemma and an extension to higher moments as monotonicity properties of moment
functionals. Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 describe applications of the extended Slepian’s Lemma.
3.1. Introduction of moment functionals. Recall that K (Rm ) denotes the set of convex bod-
ies in Rm; additionally, we define K := ⋃m K (Rm). In the following let g denote a standard
Gaussian vector of appropriate dimension.
Definition 3.1. Let f : R→R Borel measurable. The f -moment functional is defined by
µ f : K →R, µ f (K ) := E
[
f (hK (g ))
]
. (3.1)
An important special case of a moment functional is the Gaussian width obtained by choosing
f = id. We denote this special functional by
w (K ) :=µid(K )= E
[
hK (g )
]
. (3.2)
Another special case is the constant function f ≡ 1, which is in fact an emergence of the Euler
characteristic µ1(K )= χ(K )= 1.
The following proposition lists some general properties of the moment functionals.
Proposition 3.2. Let f : R→R Borel measurable.
(1) µ f is intrinsic: µ f (K )=µ f (K × {0}).
(2) µ f is continuous: µ f (Ki )→µ f (K ) if Ki →K .
(3) µ f is orthogonal invariant: µ f (QK )=µ f (K ) if K ∈K (Rm), Q ∈O(m).
(4) µ f is additive: µ f (K ∪K ′)+µ f (K ∩K ′)=µ f (K )+µ f (K ′), if K ,K ′,K ∪K ′ ∈K .
(5) If f is monotonically increasing, f (x)≥ f (y) for all x ≥ y , then so is µ f : µ f (K )≥ µ f (K ′) for
all K ⊇K ′.
(6) If f (x)= xr , then µ f is not translation invariant unless r ∈ {0,1}.
Proof. (1) This follows from hK×{0}(v ,v ′)= hK (v).
(2) This follows from the continuity of hK , see for example [Sch93, Lem. 1.8.10].
(3) This follows from the orthogonal invariance of the normal distribution.
(4) Note that hK∪K ′(v) =max{hK (v),hK ′(v)} and hK∩K ′(v) ≤min{hK (v),hK ′(v)}. The convexity
of K ∪K ′ implies that hK∩K ′(v)=min{hK (v),hK ′(v)}. Hence, we obtain
µ f (K ∪K ′)+µ f (K ∩K ′)−µ f (K )−µ f (K ′)= E
[
f (hK∪K ′(g ))+ f (hK∩K ′(g ))− f (hK (g ))− f (hK ′(g ))
]
= E
[
f
(
max{hK (g ),hK ′(g )}
)
+ f
(
min{hK (g ),hK ′(g )}
)
− f (hK (g ))− f (hK ′(g ))
]
= 0.
(5) This follows from the monotonicity of hK .
(6) This is easily verified in dimension m = 1. 
A functional satisfying the additivity property (4) is called a valuation. Note that the trans-
lation invariance distinguishes the Gaussian width and the Euler characteristic from all other
functionals. Somewhat surprisingly, restricted to cone stubs, i.e., convex bodies of the form
C∩B m for some cone C ⊆Rm , everymoment functional can be written as a linear combination of
the translation invariant (Euclidean) intrinsic volumes. We explain this in the following section.
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3.2. Relation to Euclidean and conic intrinsic volumes. The Euclidean intrinsic volumes of a
convex body K ∈K (Rm) appear in the formula, named after Jakob Steiner, for the volume of its
tubular neighborhood Tm(K ,r )= {z ∈Rm : ‖x− z‖ ≤ r for some x ∈K }:
volm Tm(K ,r )=
m∑
i=0
Vi (K ) volm−i (r B m−i ), (3.3)
where the volume of the Euclidean k-ball is given by volk(B
k) = πk/2
Γ(1+k/2) . The intrinsic vol-
umes V0(K ), . . . ,Vm(K ) can be defined by formula (3.3). Special cases include the usual (m-
dimensional) volume Vm(K ) = volm(K ), the Euler characteristic V0(K ) = χ(K ) = 1, and the mean
width V1, which is a multiple of the Gaussian width w (K )=w (B m)V1(K ). Hadwiger’s character-
ization theorem, see for example [KR97], states that V0, . . . ,Vm form a basis for the Euclidean
motion invariant continuous valuations on K (Rm).
The spherical or conic intrinsic volumes can be characterized by a conic analog of the Steiner
formula (3.3): if C ⊆Rm is a closed convex cone and g ∈Rm Gaussian, then
P{‖ΠC (g )‖ ≥ r }=
m∑
i=0
vi (C )P{χi ≥ r }, (3.4)
where χ0 = 0 and χ1, . . . ,χm are independent chi-distributed random variables with χi having i de-
grees of freedom. A powerful generalization of the Steiner formula (3.4) was derived in [MT13b],
which we state for completeness and later reference: if f : R2+→R is a Borel function and C ⊆Rm
a closed convex cone, then
E
[
f (‖ΠC (g )‖,‖ΠC ◦ (g )‖)
]
=
m∑
i=0
vi (C )E
[
f (χi ,χ
′
m−i )
]
, (3.5)
where χ0 = χ′0 = 0 and χ1, . . . ,χm ,χ′1, . . . ,χ′m are independent chi-distributed random variables with
χi and χ
′
i
having i degrees of freedom.
A close relation between the Euclidean and the conic intrinsic volumes is given by cone stubs,
intersections of cones with the unit ball: if C ⊆ Rm a closed convex cone and K =C ∩B m, then
for 0≤ j ≤m,
Vi (K )=
m∑
j=i
Vi (B
j )v j (C )=
m∑
j=i
( j
i
) vol j B j
vol j−i B j−i
v j (C ), (3.6)
cf. [Ame11, Prop. 4.4.18].
As seen in Proposition 3.2, the moment functionals are rarely translation invariant, and can
therefore in general not be expressed in terms of the Euclidean intrinsic volumes, which are
translation invariant. However, for K = C ∩B m with C ⊆ Rm a closed convex cone, one can
express every f -moment functional in terms of the Euclidean intrinsic volumes V0(K ), . . . ,Vm(K )
as well as in the conic intrinsic volumes v0(C ), . . . ,vm(C ).
Proposition 3.3. Let f : R→R Borel measurable. For every K =C∩B m with C ⊆Rm a closed convex
cone, we have
µ f (K )=
m∑
j=0
v j (C )µ f (B
j )=
m∑
j=0
V j (K )
j∑
i=0
ai j µ f (B
i ), (3.7)
where the matrix A = (ai j )∈R(m+1)×(m+1) is given by
A−1 =
(( j
i
) volB j
volB j−i
)
i j
.
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Proof. Using (2.10) we can write µ f (K )= E
[
f (‖ΠC (g )‖)
]
. The generalized Steiner formula (3.5)
implies
µ f (K )=
m∑
j=0
E
[
f (‖ΠL j (g )‖)
]
v j (C )=
m∑
j=0
µ f (B
j )v j (C ),
where L j ⊆ Rm denotes a j -dimensional linear subspace. The second equation in (3.7) follows
from the relation (3.6) between the conic intrinsic volumes of a cone and the Euclidean intrinsic
volumes of the corresponding cone stub. 
In particular, we obtain from (2.14) for monotonically increasing f ,
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D)
]
=µ f (K ⊗ˆK ′)≤µ f
(
(C ⊗ˆD)∩B mn
)
=
mn∑
j=0
v j (C ⊗ˆD)µ f (B j ),
where C ⊆Rm and D ⊆Rn closed convex cones, K =C∩B m, K ′ =D∩B n, and G ∈Rn×m a standard
Gaussian matrix. Specializing further by setting f = id, we obtain
E[‖G‖C→D ]≤w ((C ⊗ˆD)∩B mn ).
This estimate can be sharp, as seen from the caseC =R+, where we have E[‖G‖C→D ]=w (D∩B n)=
w ((C ⊗ˆD)∩B mn), or trivial, as seen from the case C =Rm ,D =Rn , where we have Rm ⊗Rn = Rmn
and E[‖G‖] ≤ w (B mn) = E[‖G‖F ], where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm. Furthermore, this upper
bound is not very explicit. A more useful estimate is achieved by an extension of Slepian’s
Lemma, which we present next.
3.3. Contraction inequalities. Recall from Proposition 3.2(5) that for monotonically increas-
ing f : R→ R, the functional µ f is monotonically increasing under inclusion. Slepian’s Lemma
generalizes this monotonicity by weakening the inclusion assumption.
Definition 3.4. For a convex body K ∈K we say that M ⊆ K generates K if K = conv(M ). For
K1,K2 ∈K we say that K2 is a contraction of K1 if there exists a 1-Lipschitz surjection ϕ : M1→M2
between generating sets M1,M2 of K1,K2. If additionally ‖ϕ(x)‖ = ‖x‖ for all x ∈ M1 then K2 is a
norm-preserved contraction of K1.
If 0 ∈ K1 ∩K2 we say that K2 is a 0-contraction of K1 if there exists a 1-Lipschitz surjection
ϕ : M1→M2 such that additionally ‖ϕ(x)‖ ≤ ‖x‖ for all x ∈M1.
The following proposition is a convex geometric formulation of (the generalized) Slepian’s
Inequality. The proof is deferred to Section 4, where a more general version will be proved in
Theorem 4.5.
Proposition 3.5. Let K1,K2 ∈K .
(1) If K2 is a contraction of K1, then w (K2)≤w (K1).
(2) If K2 is a norm-preserved contraction of K1 and f : R→ R monotonically increasing, then
µ f (K2)≤µ f (K1).
(3) If 0 ∈ K1∩K2 and K2 is a 0-contraction of K1 and f : R+→R monotonically increasing and
convex, then µ f (K2)≤µ f (K1).
Statements (1) and (2) follow from known versions of Slepian’s Inequality, while (3) seems to
be novel. We apply (3) in the following two sections. In particular, we will see that the convexity
assumption on f may not be dropped.
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3.4. Moments of the restricted norm of a Gaussian matrix. In this section we compare the
moment functionals of the convex tensor product K ⊗ˆK ′ with those of the direct product K ×K ′.
As a corollary we obtain the upper bounds (1.7) and (1.8) in Theorem 1.1.
Recall from (2.14) that the norm restricted to cones C ⊆Rm , D ⊆Rn can be expressed through
the support function of the tensor product K ⊗ˆK ′, where K =C ∩B m (or K = conv(C ∩Sm−1)) and
K ′ = D ∩B n , via ‖A‖C→D = hK ⊗ˆK ′(vec(A)). As already seen in Section 3.2, this implies that the
moments of the restricted norm of a Gaussian matrix are given by the moment functional of the
tensor product K ⊗ˆK ′,
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D)
]
=µ f (K ⊗ˆK ′), (3.8)
where G ∈Rm×n is a (standard) Gaussian matrix.
To compare the tensor product with the direct product we consider the function (x , y ) 7→ x⊗ y .
This map is not necessarily a contraction:
‖(x1, y1)− (x2, y2)‖2 = ‖x1‖2+‖y1‖2+‖x2‖2+‖y2‖2−2
(
〈x1,x2〉+〈y1, y2〉
)
,
‖x1⊗ y1−x2⊗ y2‖2 = ‖x1‖2 ‖y1‖2+‖x2‖2‖y2‖2−2〈x1,x2〉〈y1, y2〉;
choosing x2 =λx1, y2 =λy1 with ‖x1‖ = ‖y1‖= 1 yields
‖(x1, y1)− (x2, y2)‖2−‖x1⊗ y2−x2⊗ y2‖2 =−(λ2+2λ−1)(λ−1)2
[
λ=
p
5−1
2
]
= 11−5
p
5
2
≈−0.09.
In the following proposition we provide sufficient assumptions on K and K ′, which imply that
K ⊗ˆK ′ is in fact a contraction of K ×K ′.
Proposition 3.6. Let K ⊆B m and K ′ ⊆B n convex bodies, and let M ⊆ Sm−1 be closed.
(1) If K = conv({0}∪M ) and if 0 ∈ K ′, then K ⊗ˆK ′ is a 0-contraction of K ×K ′.
(2) If K = conv(M ), then (K ⊗ˆK ′)× {1} is a norm-preserved contraction of K ×K ′.
Proof. (1) The set ({0}∪M )×K ′ generates K×K ′, and ({0}∪M )⊗K ′ generates K ⊗ˆK ′ by assumption.
We define ϕ : ({0}∪M )×K ′→ ({0}∪M )⊗K ′, (x , y ) 7→ x ⊗ y . This map is surjective, and we need to
show that it is also 1-Lipschitz and satisfies ‖(x , y )‖≥ ‖x⊗ y‖. The second claim is obvious, since
‖x‖ ∈ {0,1}. If ‖x1‖= ‖x2‖ = 1, then
‖(x1, y1)− (x2, y2)‖2−‖x1⊗ y1−x2⊗ y2‖2 = 2(1−〈x1,x2〉)(1−〈y1, y2〉)≥ 0. (3.9)
Furthermore, if x1 = 0, we have
‖(0, y1)− (x2, y2)‖2−‖0⊗ y1−x2⊗ y2‖2 = ‖x2‖2+‖y1− y2‖2−‖x2‖2‖y2‖2 ≥ 0,
the last inequality being a consequence of ‖y2‖≤ 1 and ‖x2‖ ∈ {0,1}.
(2) This follows analogously. 
The following corollary consists of (1.7) and (1.8) in Theorem 1.1. We recall these claims
here for convenience.
Corollary 3.7. Let C ⊆ Rm , D ⊆ Rn closed convex cones, and let G ∈ Rn×m Gaussian matrix and
g ∈ Rm , g ′ ∈ Rn independent Gaussian vectors. Then for f : R→ R monotonically increasing and
convex,
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D)
]
≤ E
[
f
(
‖ΠC (g )‖+‖ΠD (g ′)‖
)]
. (3.10)
If γ ∈ R denotes a standard Gaussian variable, which is independent of G , then for every monotoni-
cally increasing f ,
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D +γ)
]
≤ E
[
f
(
‖ΠC (g )‖+‖ΠD (g ′)‖
)]
. (3.11)
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Proof. We denote in this proof K := conv(C ∩Sm−1), K0 :=C ∩B m , and K ′0 :=D ∩B n . Note that K0
is generated by {0}∪ (C ∩Sm−1). Combining Proposition 3.6(1) with Proposition 3.5 yields
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D)
]
=µ f (K0 ⊗ˆK ′0)≤µ f (K0×K ′0)
(∗)= E
[
f (‖ΠC (g )‖+‖ΠD (g ′)‖)
]
,
where (∗) follows from hK0×K ′0(v ,v
′)= hK0(v)+hK ′0(v
′). The second claim follows analogously by
applying Proposition 3.6(2) and Proposition 3.5:
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D +γ)
]
=µ f
(
(K ⊗ˆK ′0)× {1}
)
≤µ f (K ×K ′0)= E
[
f (hK (g )+‖ΠD (g ′)‖)
]
, (3.12)
and hK (g )≤‖ΠC (g )‖. 
The above proof actually shows a slightly stronger bound: from (3.12) and from the symmetry
‖G‖C→D =‖G T ‖C→D , it follows
E
[
f (‖G‖C→D +γ)
]
≤min
{
E
[
f
(
hK (g )+‖ΠD (g ′)‖
)]
,E
[
f
(
‖ΠC (g )‖+hK ′ (g ′)
)]}
,
where K = conv(C ∩Sm−1), K ′ = conv(D∩Sn−1).
Remark 3.8. Using the generalized Steiner formula (3.5), the right-hand sides in (3.10) and
(3.11) can be written in terms of the intrinsic volumes of C and D:
E
[
f
(
‖ΠC (g )‖+‖ΠD (g ′)‖
)]
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
vi (C )v j (D) E
[
f
(
χi +χ′j
)]
, (3.13)
where χ0 = χ′0 = 0 and χ1, . . . ,χm ,χ′1, . . . ,χ′n denote independent chi-distributed random variables
with χi and χ
′
j
having i and j degrees of freedom, respectively. We will make use of this
expression in Section 5.
3.5. Linear images of cones. In conic integral geometry the random variable ‖ΠC (g )‖, where
C ⊆Rm a closed convex cone and g ∈Rm a standard Gaussian vector, plays an important role, as
indicated in Section 3.2. In fact, the norm of the projection is a special case of a cone-restricted
norm:
‖ΠC (g )‖ = ‖g‖R+→C , (3.14)
where on the right-hand side we interpret g ∈Rm×1 as linear map. Using Proposition 3.5 we will
derive estimates for the moments of ‖G˜‖T C→UD , where C ⊆ Rm and D ⊆Rn closed convex cones,
T ∈Rℓ×m and U ∈Rp×n , and G˜ is a Gaussian (p×ℓ)-matrix.
Proposition 3.9. Let C ⊆ Rm and D ⊆ Rn closed convex cones, T ∈ Rℓ×m and U ∈ Rp×n . Then for
r ≥ 1,
E
[
‖G˜‖rT C→UD
]
≤RC (T )r RD(U )r E
[
‖G‖rC→D
]
,
where G˜ ∈Rp×ℓ and G ∈Rn×m Gaussian matrices.
Lemma 3.10. Let D ⊆Rn closed convex cone and U ∈Rp×n . Then
U D∩B p ⊆ 1λU (D∩B n), (3.15)
with λ :=max
{
σD→Rp (U ),σRp→D (−U T )
}
.
Proof. Let λ1 :=σD→Rp (U ), λ2 :=σRp→D (−U T ). We will show in two steps that U D∩B p ⊆ 1λ1 U (D∩
B n) and U D∩B p ⊆ 1
λ2
U (D∩B n).
(1) Since U D∩B p as well as U (D∩B n) contain the origin, it suffices to show that U D∩Sp−1 ⊆
1
λ1
U (D ∩B n). Every element in U D ∩Sp−1 can be written as U y0‖U y0‖ for some y0 ∈ D ∩S
n−1, and
since σD→Rp (U )=miny∈D∩Sn−1 ‖U y‖≤ ‖U y0‖, we obtain σD→Rp (U ) U y0‖U y0‖ ∈ conv{0,U y0}⊆U (D∩B
n).
This shows U D∩Sp−1 ⊆ 1λ1 U (D∩B
n).
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(2) Recall from (2.5) that σRp→D (−U T )> 0 only if (U D)◦ = {0}, i.e., U D =Rp . Observe that
σRp→D (−U T )=min
z∈Rp
max
y∈D∩B n
〈U y ,z〉=max
{
r ≥ 0 : r B p ⊆U (D∩B n)
}
.
This shows B p ⊆ 1
λ2
U (D∩B n) and thus finishes the proof. 
Lemma 3.11. Let K ,K ′ be convex bodies such that K = conv(M ) for some closed set M ⊆ Sm−1 and
0 ∈ K ′, and let L := span(K ′) the linear hull of K ′. If T denotes a linear transformation on L, then
K ⊗ˆT K ′ is a 0-contraction of K ⊗ˆ‖T ‖K ′.
Proof. Note that the norm of the difference of two rank one matrices can be written as
‖x1⊗ y1−x2⊗ y2‖2 = ‖x1‖2‖y1‖2−2〈x1,x2〉〈y1, y2〉+‖x2‖2‖y2‖2.
So for ‖x1‖ = ‖x2‖= 1,
‖x1⊗ y1−x2⊗ y2‖2−‖x1⊗ z1−x2⊗ z2‖2
= ‖y1‖2+‖y2‖2−‖z1‖2−‖z2‖2+2〈x1,x2〉
(
〈z1,z2〉−〈y1, y2〉
)
≥


‖y1‖2+‖y2‖2−2〈y1, y2〉−‖z1‖2−‖z2‖2+2〈z1,z2〉
= ‖y1− y2‖2−‖z1− z2‖2 if 〈z1,z2〉 ≤ 〈y1, y2〉
‖y1‖2+‖y2‖2+2〈y1, y2〉−‖z1‖2−‖z2‖2−2〈z1,z2〉
= ‖y1+ y2‖2−‖z1+ z2‖2 if 〈z1,z2〉 ≥ 〈y1, y2〉.
Setting ϕ : M ⊗ ‖T ‖K ′ → M ⊗ T K ′, ϕ(x ⊗ ‖T ‖x ′) := x ⊗ T x ′, we have ‖ϕ(x ⊗ ‖T ‖x ′)‖ = ‖T x ′‖ ≤
‖T ‖‖x ′‖ = ‖x ⊗‖T ‖x ′‖, and from the above computation, with yi = ‖T ‖x ′i and zi = T x ′i , i = 1,2,
we obtain either
‖x1⊗‖T ‖x ′1−x2⊗‖T ‖x ′2‖2−‖x1⊗T x ′1−x2⊗T x ′2‖2 ≥ ‖T ‖2‖x ′1−x ′2‖2−‖T (x ′1−x ′2)‖2 ≥ 0,
or
‖x1⊗‖T ‖x ′1−x2⊗‖T ‖x ′2‖2−‖x1⊗T x ′1−x2⊗T x ′2‖2 ≥ ‖T ‖2‖x ′1+x ′2‖2−‖T (x ′1+x ′2)‖2 ≥ 0.
This shows that K ⊗ˆT K ′ is a 0-contraction of K ⊗ˆ‖T ‖K ′. 
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Assume first that ℓ=m and T = Im . As in Lemma 3.10, let λ :=max
{
σD→Rp (U ),σRp→D (−U T )
}
,
so that
E
[
‖G‖rC→UD
]
= E
[(
max
x∈C∩Sm−1
max
y∈UD∩B p
〈G x, y〉
)r ]
≤λ−r E
[(
max
x∈C∩B m
max
y∈U (D∩B n )
〈G x, y〉
)r ]=λ−rµ f (K ⊗ˆU K ′),
where f (t ) := t r , K :=C ∩B m, and K ′ :=D ∩B n. From Lemma 3.11 and Slepian’s Inequality (3)
in Proposition 3.5 we obtain µ f (K ⊗ˆU K ′)≤ ‖U‖rµ f (K ⊗ˆK ′)= ‖U‖r E
[
‖G‖r
C→D
]
, so that
E
[
‖G‖rC→UD
]
≤
( ‖U‖
max
{
σD→Rp (U ),σRp→D (−U T )
})r E[‖G‖rC→D]=RD(U )r E[‖G‖rC→D].
This shows the claim for ℓ = m and T = Im . For the general case we use the symmetry of the
restricted norm,
E
[
‖G‖rT C→UD
]
≤RD(U )r E
[
‖G‖rT C→D
]
=RD(U )r E
[
‖−G T ‖rD→T C
]
≤RC (T )r RD(U )r E
[
‖−G T ‖rD→C
]
=RC (T )r RD(U )r E
[
‖G‖rC→D
]
. 
From the simple observation (3.14) we obtain the following immediate corollary.
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Corollary 3.12. Let C ⊆Rm closed convex cone, and
νr (C ) := E
[
‖ΠC (g )‖r
]
,
where g ∈Rm Gaussian. Then for T ∈Rℓ×m , and r ≥ 1,
νr (T C )≤RC (T )rνr (C ). (3.16)
In particular, if ℓ=m then
νr (C )
κ(T )r
≤ νr (T C )≤ κ(T )rνr (C )
(
r = 2 : δ(C )
κ(T )2
≤ δ(T C )≤ κ(T )2δ(C )
)
. (3.17)
Here, (3.17) follows from the inequality RC (T ) ≤ κ(T ), cf. (2.9), and by considering C =
T −1T C and using κ(T )= κ(T −1) to obtain the lower bound.
Example 3.13 (circular cones). Let Circm(α) = {x ∈ Rm : x1 ≥ ‖x‖cosα} denote the circular cone
of radius α around the first coordinate vector. For our purposes it is more convenient to use tanα
instead of α, so we define Cm(t ) := Circm(arctan(t )). Consider the linear map T := diag(1, s, . . . , s)
with s ≥ 1, whose condition number is κ(T )= s. Then T Cm(t )=Cm(st ), and by (3.17) we have
srνr (Cm(t ))
νr (Cm(st ))
≥ 1 (3.18)
for r ≥ 1. Using Proposition 3.3 we can express νr (C ) in terms of the intrinsic volumes of C : for
r > 0
νr (C )=
m∑
j=1
v j (C )E[‖g j‖r ]=
m∑
j=1
v j (C )
2r/2Γ(
j+r
2
)
Γ(
j
2 )
,
where g j ∈ R j denotes a standard Gaussian vector. The intrinsic volumes of the circular cones
are given by, cf. [Ame11, Ex. 4.4.8]
v j (Cm(t ))=
Γ(m
2
) t j
2Γ(
j+1
2 )Γ(
m− j+1
2 )(1+ t2)(m−2)/2
, for j = 1, . . . ,m−1,
vm(Cm(t ))=
Γ(m
2
)
p
πΓ(m−12 )
∫t
0
τm−2
(1+τ2)n/2 dτ.
Using these formulas we can compute νr (Dn(t )).
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FIGURE 1. Plot of the quotient srνr (Cm(t ))/νr (Cm(st )), cf. (3.18), with s = 2, m ∈
{50,100,200}, r ∈ {0.5,1,2}.
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Figure 1 shows a plot of the quotient in (3.18) for s = 2, m ∈ {50,100,200}, and r ∈ {0.5,1,2}. The
plot shows that the inequality (3.18) may be violated if r < 1, which ultimately shows that the
convexity assumptions in Proposition 3.5 and Theorem B.2 may not be dropped. The plots also
indicate that the inequality (3.18) is asymptotically sharp for m →∞. This could be shown with
an analysis similar to the one given in [MT13b, Sec. 6.3]; we leave the details to the interested
reader.
4. MOMENT FUNCTIONALS OF CONVEX BUNDLES
In this section we generalize the moment functionals to the setting of convex bundles, which
we introduced in Section 2.3. This setting allows one to study the smallest singular value
σC→D (G) of a Gaussian matrix G restricted to convex cones. Following a similar structure as
that of Section 3, we begin in Section 4.1 by introducing the moment functionals of bundles and
describe some typical examples. Section 4.2 then introduces the notion of bundle contractions
and describes the Gordon inequalities as monotonicity properties of moment functionals of con-
vex bundles. As an application we get bounds of the moments of restricted singular values of a
Gaussian matrix in terms of conic intrinsic volumes.
Throughout this section we will repeatedly refer to sets M ,M ′,K ,K ′,C ,D. Unless otherwise
stated, we will always assume M ⊂Rm , M ′ ⊂Rn to be compact sets, K := conv(M ), K ′ := conv(M ′),
and C ⊆Rm , D ⊆Rn to be closed convex cones.
4.1. Introduction of moment functionals. Recall that the support function of a convex bundle
F : M →K (RN ) is given by
hF : R
N →R, hF (v)=min
x∈M
max
z∈F (x)
〈v ,z〉.
We extend the moment functionals from Definition 3.1 to convex bundles via
µ f (F ) := E
[
f (hF (g ))
]
= E
[
f
(
min
x∈M
max
z∈F (x)
〈g ,z〉
)]
,
where f : R→ R Borel measurable and g ∈ RN Gaussian. Again, we denote the extension of the
Gaussian width by
w (F ) :=µid(F )= E
[
min
x∈M
max
z∈F (x)
〈g ,z〉
]
.
Example 4.1 (Product bundle). The product bundle of K ′ over M , denoted M → M ×K ′, is the
map F : M →K (Rm+n ), x 7→ {x}×K ′. For (v ,v ′) ∈Rm+n we have
hF (v ,v
′)=min
x∈M
max
(x ,x ′)∈M×K ′
〈(v ,v ′), (x ,x ′)〉 =min
x∈M
〈v ,x〉+max
x ′∈K ′
〈v ′,x ′〉 =max
x ′∈K ′
〈v ′,x ′〉−max
x∈K
〈−v ,x〉
= hK ′(v ′)−hK (−v).
The moment functionals of this bundle are given by
µ f (M →M ×K ′)= E
[
f
(
hK ′(g
′)−hK (g )
)]
, (4.1)
in particular, w (M →M ×K ′)=w (K ′)−w (K ).
Example 4.2 (Tensor bundle). Recall from Section 2.3 that the (convex) tensor bundle of K ′
over M , denoted M → M ⊗ˆK ′, is the map F : M →K (Rm ⊗Rn ), x 7→ {x}⊗K ′. We can write the
support function in the form
hF (vec(A))=min
x∈M
max
y∈K ′
〈Ax , y〉,
where A ∈Rn×m . In the special case where M =C ∩Sm−1 and K ′ =D∩B n we obtain hF (vec(A))=
σC→D (A). For the corresponding moment functionals,
µ f (M →M ⊗ˆK ′)= E
[
f
(
σC→D (G)
)]
,
where G ∈Rn×m Gaussian.
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Example 4.3 (Affine tensor bundle). A variation of the above tensor bundle is the affine tensor
bundle of K ′ over M , denoted M a→ M ⊗ˆK ′ and defined by means of F : M →K
(
(Rm ⊗Rn)×R
)
,
x 7→ ({x}⊗K ′)× {1}. That is, the tensor bundle is embedded in an affine space at height one. We
can write the support function in the form
hF (vec(A),λ)=min
x∈M
max
y∈K ′
〈Ax , y〉+λ,
where A ∈Rn×m and λ ∈R. If M =C∩Sm−1, K ′ =D∩B n then we obtain hF (vec(A),λ)=σC→D (A)+λ.
In particular,
µ f (M
a→M ⊗ˆK ′)= E
[
f (σC→D (G)+γ)
]
, (4.2)
where G ∈Rn×m a Gaussian matrix and γ an independent Gaussian random variable.
4.2. Contraction inequalities. We next turn to the problem of comparing two bundles over
the same base set. The goal of this section is elaborate on the extent to which Proposition 3.5
generalizes to convex bundles.
Let F : M → K (RN ) be a convex bundle over the compact base set M ⊂ Rm and let G be a
set-valued map on M with G(x)⊂RN . We say that G generates the convex bundle F , if the fibers
of F are generated by the fibers of G, i.e., F (x)= conv(G(x)) for all x ∈M .
The following definition extends the notion of contraction, cf. Definition 3.4, to the setting of
convex bundles. Broadly speaking, a bundle contraction is a contraction within the fibers and
an expansion across the fibers.
Definition 4.4. Let F1,F2 : M → K (RN ) be convex bundles over the compact base set M ⊂ Rm .
We say that F2 is a contraction of F1 if there exist generators G1,G2 of F1,F2, respectively, and
surjective maps ϕx : G1(x)→G2(x), x ∈M , such that
‖ϕx (y )−ϕx (y ′)‖ ≤ ‖y − y ′‖ for all y , y ′ ∈G1(x), (4.3)
‖ϕx (y )−ϕx ′(y ′)‖ ≥ ‖y − y ′‖ for all y ∈G1(x), y ′ ∈G1(x ′),x 6= x ′. (4.4)
If additionally ‖ϕx (y )‖ = ‖y‖ for all x ∈ M and for all y ∈G1(x), then we say that F2 is a norm-
preserved contraction of F1.
If 0 ∈ F1(x)∩F2(x) for all x ∈ M , we say that F2 is a 0-contraction of F1 if there exist surjective
maps ϕx : G1(x)→G2(x), which satisfy (4.3) and (4.4), and which additionally satisfy ‖ϕx (y )‖ ≤
‖y‖ for all x ∈M and all y ∈G1(x).
The following theorem is based on Gordon’s Theorem B.1 and the extension in Theorem B.2.
Theorem 4.5. Let F1,F2 : M →∈K (RN ) be convex bundles over the compact base set M ⊂ Rm , and
let f : R→R .
(1) If F2 is a contraction of F1, then w (F2)≤w (F1).
(2) If F2 is a norm-preserved contraction of F1 and f monotonically increasing, then µ f (F2)≤
µ f (F1).
(3) If F2 is a 0-contraction of F1 and f monotonically increasing and convex, then µ f (F2) ≤
µ f (F1).
Before indulging in the proof, we mention that a typical example of a monotonically increas-
ing function in (2) would be the step function f (t ) = 1t>λ, leading to inequalities between the
distributions of the support functions hF2(g ) and hF1(g ). Typical examples for functions appear-
ing in the context of claim (3) are powers t r (r ≥ 1) and eλt , leading to moment inequalities.
Note that Proposition 3.5 is the special case |M | = 1 of Theorem 4.5, i.e., the bundles have
only one fiber.
Proof. We first show claim (3). Let G1,G2 be generators of F1,F2, respectively, such that the
properties of a 0-contraction in Definition 4.4 are satisfied with a corresponding set of maps
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{ϕx : x ∈M } satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) and the additional property ‖ϕx (y )‖≤ ‖y‖ for all x ∈M and
all y ∈G1(x).
By a standard continuity argument we may assume that M as well as all fibers G1(x),G2(x),
x ∈M , are finite sets. Furthermore, by embedding the sets in a high-dimensional space, we may
assume without loss of generality that M has at most m elements and each fiber G1(x),G2(x) has
at most N elements. Concretely, let M = {x1, . . . ,xm}, where we allow repetitions among the xi ,
and let
G1(xi )= {xi j : 1≤ j ≤N }, G2(xi )= {yi j : 1≤ j ≤N },
allowing repetitions on the xi j and yi j as well. Define centered Gaussian random variables
Xi j ,Yi j , 1≤ i ≤m, 1≤ j ≤N , via
Xi j := 〈xi j ,g 〉, Yi j := 〈yi j ,g 〉,
where g ∈RN is a standard Gaussian vector. The properties of the maps ϕx imply that
E |Xi j −Xkℓ|2 ≤ E |Yi j −Ykℓ|2, for all i 6= k and j ,ℓ,
E |Xi j −Xiℓ|2 ≥ E |Yi j −Yiℓ|2, for all i , j ,ℓ,
E |Xi j |2 ≥ E |Yi j |2, for all i , j .
Applying Theorem B.2 in the degenerate case X0 := Y0 := 0 yields
µ f (F2)= Emin
i
max
j
f+(Yi j )≤ Emin
i
max
j
f+(Xi j )=µ f (F1).
Claims (1) and (2) follow from Gordon’s Theorem B.1 by analogous arguments as above. 
4.3. Moments of the restricted singular value of a Gaussian matrix. In this section we apply
the contraction inequalities in Theorem 4.5 to the product bundle and the affine tensor bundle,
described in Section 4.1. In particular, we get inequalities involving the restricted singular values
and differences of support functionals.
The following proposition is based on the same arguments as Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 4.6. Let K ′ ⊆ B n convex body, and let M ⊆ Sm−1 closed and K := conv(M ). Then the
product bundle M →M×K ′ is a norm-preserved contraction of the affine tensor bundle M a→M ⊗ˆK ′.
Proof. Define ϕx : {1}×({x}⊗K ′)→ {x}×K ′ via ϕx (1,x⊗y )= (x , y ). As in the proof of Proposition 3.6
one concludes that
‖(1,x1⊗ y1)− (1,x2⊗ y2)‖2−‖(x1, y1)− (x2, y2)‖2 =−2(1−〈x1,x2〉)(1−〈y1, y2〉),
which is zero if x1 = x2, and nonpositive if x1 6= x2. Finally,
‖(x , y )‖2 = 1+‖y‖2 = 1+‖x ⊗ y‖2 = ‖ϕ(x , y )‖2. 
As a corollary we obtain the final claim (1.9) in Theorem 1.1, which we recall here.
Corollary 4.7. Let C ⊆ Rm , D ⊆ Rn closed convex cones, and let G ∈ Rn×m , g ∈ Rm , g ′ ∈ Rn , and
γ ∈R all independent Gaussian. If f : R→R monotonically increasing, then
E
[
f (σC→D (G)+γ)
]
≥ E
[
f
(
‖ΠD (g ′)‖−‖ΠC (g )‖
)]
. (4.5)
Proof. Let M := C ∩Sm−1 and K ′ := D ∩B n . Then Proposition 4.6 implies that the product bun-
dle M → M ×K ′ is a norm-preserved contraction of the affine tensor bundle M a→ M ⊗ˆK ′, and
Theorem 4.5 implies
E
[
f
(
‖ΠD (g ′)‖−hK (g )
)] (4.1)= µ f (M →M ×K ′)≤µ f (M a→M ⊗ˆK ′) (4.2)= E[ f (σC→D (G)+γ)].
The claim follows from hK (x)≤ ‖ΠC (x)‖, cf. (2.11) (see also Remark 2.9). 
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Remark 4.8. Analogous to Remark 3.8 we note that the right-hand side in (4.5) can be written
in terms of the intrinsic volumes of C and D:
E
[
f
(
‖ΠD(g ′)‖−‖ΠC (g )‖
)]
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
vi (C )v j (D) E
[
f
(
χ′j −χi
)]
, (4.6)
where χ0 = χ′0 = 0 and χ1, . . . ,χm ,χ′1, . . . ,χ′n denote independent chi-distributed random variables
with χi and χ
′
j
having i and j degrees of freedom, respectively. Section 5 discusses applications
of this expression.
5. COMPARING BOUNDS
In this section we present the bounds for the distributions of ‖G‖C→D and σC→D (G), which
arise from Gordon’s comparison theorem and which have found applications in the analysis of
convex relaxation methods, cf. Section 1. These bounds are well known, but using the theory
of intrinsic volumes we will present new aspects to elucidate certain interesting relations and
to sharpen some bounds. Finally, we will present a short description of bounds stemming from
tube formulas, and arrange these into the context of restricted singular values.
In this section we generally assume that C ⊆ Rm, D ⊆ Rn closed convex cones, and G ∈ Rn×m ,
g ∈Rm , g ′ ∈Rn independent Gaussians.
5.1. Gaussian width, intrinsic volumes, statistical dimension. Before getting to the discus-
sion of the bounds, we clarify the relations between the Gaussian width, the intrinsic volumes,
and the statistical dimension of a cone. The intrinsic volumes v0(C ), . . . ,vm(C ), introduced in
Section 3.2 through the conic Steiner formula (3.4), form a discrete probability distribution
on {0, . . . ,m}. The statistical dimension is defined as the mean of this distribution, which happens
to coincide with the expected squared norm of the projection of a Gaussian vector onto the cone,
sometimes also called “squared Gaussian complexity” [CJ12],
δ(C ) :=
m∑
k=0
k vk(C )= E
[
‖ΠC (g )‖2
]
. (5.1)
The importance of the statistical dimension stems from the fact that the intrinsic volumes of C
concentrate around δ(C ), so that this quantity can serve as a summary parameter for the whole
distribution. This concentration property has been shown in [ALMT14, MT13b] alongside with
some applications, cf. also [MT13a].
Besides capturing the moments of the norm of a projected Gaussian vector, as seen through
the generalized Steiner formula (3.5), the intrinsic volumes also yield exact formulas, so-called
kinematic formulas, for certain probabilities like the probability for nontrivial intersection of a
cone with a uniformly random linear subspace. One of these formulas covers the probability that
the restricted singular value of a Gaussian matrix is zero: recall from (2.4) that σC→D (G)= 0 if
and only if C ∩
(
G T D
)◦ 6= {0}. Clearly, if C = Rm and D = Rn , then almost surely C ∩ (G T D)◦ = {0}
if n ≥m and C ∩
(
G T D
)◦ 6= {0} if n <m. If at least one of the cones is not a linear subspace, then
the kinematic formula yields
P{σC→D (G)= 0}= 2
m∑
k=1
k odd
(m−n∑
ℓ=0
vk(C )vℓ(D)+
m−k∑
ℓ=1
vk+ℓ(C )vℓ(D)
)
. (5.2)
For a proof of this equation we refer to a forthcoming survey. From this equation and from the
concentration of intrinsic volumes around their mean [ALMT14] one also deduces that for cones
basically the same threshold behavior appears as for the linear subspaces: P{σC→D (G)= 0}≈ 0 if
δ(C )< δ(D) and P{σC→D (G)= 0}≈ 1 if δ(C )> δ(D).
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Closely related to the statistical dimension, and in fact chronologically older, is the Gaussian
width of a cone, or more precisely, of its intersection with the unit ball.2 We denote the squared
Gaussian width by δ∗(C ), i.e.,
δ∗(C ) :=w (C ∩B m)2 = E
[
‖ΠC (g )‖
]2 = ( m∑
k=1
p
2Γ(k+12 )
Γ(k
2
)
vk(C )
)2
, (5.3)
where the last equality follows from the generalized Steiner formula (3.5). The quantity δ∗(C )
is closely related to the statistical dimension, in fact,
δ∗(C )≤δ(C )≤ δ∗(C )+1
where the first inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality, and where the second inequality has
been shown in [ALMT14]. This “approximate statistical dimension” δ∗(C ), is more convenient
to work with in the context of Gordon’s comparison inequality and has found numerous appli-
cations in the literature [RV08, Sto09, CRPW12, FR13, RK13, OTH13]. However, the statistical
dimension has much better algebraic properties and is more natural in the context of cones
(in fact, it can be argued [ALMT14] that the statistical dimension is the canonical extension of
the dimension from linear subspaces to convex cones), which is why we interpret δ∗(C ) as an
approximate version of the statistical dimension δ(C ), and not the other way round.
5.2. Bounds from comparison theorems. We deal with the distributions of ‖G‖C→D and σC→D (G)
through the tail of ‖G‖C→D , P
{
‖G‖C→D ≥ λ
}
, and through the cumulative distribution function
(cdf) of σC→D (G), P
{
σC→D (G) ≤ λ
}
, where λ ≥ 0. Slepian’s and Gordon’s comparison inequali-
ties open up basically two ways of estimating these functions. First, Gaussian concentration of
measure [Bog98, Thm. 1.7.6] yields
P
{
‖G‖C→D ≥µ1+λ
}
≤ exp
(
− λ22
)
, where µ1 := E[‖G‖C→D ],
P
{
σC→D (G)≤µ2−λ
}
≤ exp
(
− λ2
2
)
, where µ2 := E[σC→D (G)].
Slightly reformulated, we have
P
{
‖G‖C→D ≥λ
}
≤ exp
(
−max{0,λ−µ1}
2
2
)
, P
{
σC→D (G)≤λ
}
≤ exp
(
−max{0,µ2−λ}
2
2
)
. (5.4)
Second, using the step function f (t )= 1t>λ we obtain from (1.8)
P
{
‖G‖C→D +γ≥λ
}
≤P
{
‖ΠD(g ′)‖+‖ΠC (g )‖ ≥λ
}
,
and similarly, (1.9) implies P
{
σC→D (G)+γ≥λ
}
≥P
{
‖ΠD (g ′)‖−‖ΠC (g )‖ ≥λ
}
, or equivalently,
P
{
σC→D (G)+γ≤λ
}
≤P
{
‖ΠD(g ′)‖−‖ΠC (g )‖ ≤λ
}
.
Using a simple union bound trick, we can get rid of the γ:
P
{
‖G‖C→D ≥λ
}
=P
{
‖G‖C→D +γ−γ≥λ
}
≤P
{
‖G‖C→D +γ≥λ
}
+P
{
‖G‖C→D −γ≥λ
}
= 2P
{
‖G‖C→D +γ≥λ
}
,
and similarly for σC→D (G). The resulting bounds are
P
{
‖G‖C→D ≥λ
}
≤ 2P
{
‖ΠD (g ′)‖+‖ΠC (g )‖ ≥λ
}
, (5.5)
P
{
σC→D (G)≤λ
}
≤ 2P
{
‖ΠD (g ′)‖−‖ΠC (g )‖ ≤λ
}
. (5.6)
We refer to [OTH13, Appendix C] for a similar approach.
The bounds in (5.4) as well as the bounds (5.5) and (5.6) are not quite “ready”, as the
bounds in (5.4) rely on the expectations µ1 and µ2, and the bounds (5.5) and (5.6) rely on
2Instead of the intersection with the unit ball one can also take the intersection with the unit sphere. But the
difference between these quantities is marginal, cf. Remark 2.9.
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the distribution of ‖ΠC (g )‖ and ‖ΠD(g ′)‖. The bounds in (5.4) are made ready by using the
inequalities (1.8) and (1.9) with f (t )= t ,
µ1 ≤
√
δ∗(D)+
√
δ∗(C ), µ2 ≥
√
δ∗(D)−
√
δ∗(C ),
which results in
P
{
‖G‖C→D ≥λ
}
≤ exp
(
−max
{
0,λ−pδ∗(D)−pδ∗(C )
}2
2
)
, (5.7)
P
{
σC→D (G)≤λ
}
≤ exp
(
−max
{
0,
p
δ∗(D)−pδ∗(C )−λ
}2
2
)
. (5.8)
As for the bounds (5.5) and (5.6), we use the generalized Steiner formula (3.5) to express
the bounds in terms of the intrinsic volumes, cp. Remarks 2.9/4.8:
P
{
‖ΠD (g ′)‖+‖ΠC (g )‖ ≥λ
}
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
vi (C )v j (D)P
{
χ′j +χi ≥λ
}
, (5.9)
P
{
‖ΠD (g ′)‖−‖ΠC (g )‖ ≥λ
}
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
vi (C )v j (D)P
{
χ′j −χi ≥λ
}
, (5.10)
where χ0 = χ′0 = 0 and χ1, . . . ,χm ,χ′1, . . . ,χ′n denote independent chi-distributed random variables
with χi and χ
′
j
having i and j degrees of freedom, respectively.
Numerical experiments suggest that the bounds in (5.5) and (5.6) are stronger than the
bounds in (5.7) and (5.8); especially for σC→D (G) and λ close to zero, which is the interesting
regime in the study of Renegar condition number, cf. also Section 5.3 below. Instead of having
a full discussion about the pros and cons of one bound over the other, which would go beyond
the scope of this section, we content ourselves with an example to illustrate the differences.
Example 5.1. We consider cones such that δ(C ) = 20 and δ(D) = 50. For this we take linear
spaces and Lorentz cones, i.e., circular cones of radius π4 . More precisely, for C we take R
20 and
Circ40(
π
4 ), and for D we take R
50 and Circ100(
π
4 ). The approximate statistical dimensions of these
cones are given by
δ∗(R20)≈ 19.51, δ∗
(
Circ40
(
π
4
))
≈ 19.25, δ∗(R50)≈ 49.50, δ∗
(
Circ100
(
π
4
))
≈ 49.25.
Furthermore, for C =Circ40(π4 ) and D =Circ100(π4 ) we obtain from (5.2),
P
{
σR20→R50(G1)= 0
}
= 0, P
{
σC→R50(G2)= 0
}
= 0,
P
{
σR20→D (G3)= 0
}
≈ 5 ·10−6, P
{
σC→D (G4)= 0
}
≈ 10−4
where G1 ∈ R50×20, G2 ∈ R50×40, G3 ∈ R100×20, G4 ∈ R100×40 Gaussian matrices. To compare the
bounds (5.5)–(5.8) we define the functions
f (λ) := exp
(
−max
{
0,
p
50−
p
20−λ
}2
2
)
, f (C ,D;λ) :=min
{
1,2
∑
i , j
vi (C )v j (D)P
{
χ j −χ′i <λ
}}
,
g (λ) := exp
(
−max
{
0,λ−
p
50−
p
20
}2
2
)
, g (C ,D;λ) :=min
{
1,2
∑
i , j
vi (C )v j (D)P
{
χ j +χ′i >λ
}}
.
See Figure 2 for the resulting plots with C ∈
{
R
20,Circ40
(
π
4
)}
and D ∈
{
R
50,Circ100
(
π
4
)}
.
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, G ∈R20×50 Gaussian.
5.3. Bounds from tube formulas. We finally return to the other line of research, introduced
in Section 1.1, which stems from the analysis of condition numbers, and which lays its focus on
the tubular neighborhood of a set of ill-posed inputs. Specifically, we consider the (generalized)
Renegar condition, cf. Section 2.2, which is given by
RC ,D(A)=
‖A‖
dist(A,Σ(C ,D))
, dist(A,Σ(C ,D))=max
{
σC→D (A),σD→C (−AT )
}
,
where, as usual C ⊆ Rm , D ⊆ Rn are closed convex cones, A ∈ Rn×m . Interesting parameters
for convex optimization are, for example, C = Rm+ , D = Rn , n ≤ m, which corresponds to classi-
cal linear programming. Choosing for C the cone of nonnegative semidefinite matrices yields
semidefinite programming.
The condition number RC ,D(A) measures the computational hardness of the input A (with
respect to the cones C and D), so the goal is to derive upper bounds for, say, P{RC ,D(G) ≥ t }
where G ∈ Rn×m Gaussian. Here, the role of the norm is of secondary importance, so that the
main interest lies in the cdf of the distance to ill-posedness,
P
{
dist(G ,Σ(C ,D))≤ 1t
}
.
In order to get this into a more familiar form, recall that P (C ,D)∪D(C ,D) = Rn×m unless C =
D =Rm . In particular, if (C ,D) 6= (Rm ,Rm) then P
{
σC→D (G)≤ 1t or σD→C (−G T )≤ 1t
}
= 1, and thus
P{dist(G ,Σ(C ,D))≤λ}=P{σC→D (G)≤λ and σD→C (−G T )≤λ}
=P{σC→D (G)≤λ}+P{σD→C (−G T )≤λ}−1.
Assuming δ(C ) < δ(D) (without loss of generality by symmetry) and using the asymptotics de-
rived from (5.2), we see that one is basically interested in bounds for the cdf of the restricted
singular value P{σC→D (G) ≤ λ} for small λ. The bounds obtained from Gordon’s comparison
theorem are not strong enough to even show that E
[
logRC ,D(G)
]
< ∞. In fact, applying the
bounds (5.5)/(5.6) to the above expression for the distance to ill-posedness yields a right-hand
side that fails to converge to zero as λ→ 0.
On the other hand, the bounds obtained from tube formulas show that the expectation of the
logarithm of the condition number is not only finite but polynomial in the dimensions. To be
more precise, for n ≤m let Stn,m := {U ∈ Rn×m :UU T = In} denote the Stiefel manifold, which is
compact and admits a unique orthogonal invariant probability measure. If U ∈ Stn,m is uniformly
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at random, then in [AB13] a bound of the form
P{RC (U )≥ t }=P
{
σC→Rn (U )≤ 1t
}
≤
∑
k
vk(C ) fm,n,k (t )
was given, where fn,m,k (t )→ 0 for t →∞ (and estimated to derive polynomial bounds for the
expected logarithm of the condition). In fact, it can be shown [Ame14] that for the general
Renegar condition one obtains
P{RC ,D (U )≥ t }=P
{
σC→D (U )≤ 1t
}
≤
∑
k ,ℓ
vk(C )vℓ(D) fm,n,k ,ℓ(t ),
with similar coefficient functions satisfying fm,n,k ,n(t )= fm,n,k (t ). Estimating these expressions is
a nontrivial matter on its own, but maybe the framework provided in this paper can help with
this task.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have provided a unifying framework to establish and clarify connections
between random matrix theory, integral geometry, and convex optimization. We hope that these
connections will be developed further and encourage people from each area to adapt tools
and techniques from the other. We finish with some open questions that we find particularly
attractive to deserve further study.
Asymptotics. In the unrestricted case it is known, cf. Section 1.5.1, that the estimates for
the largest and the smallest singular values, which are derived from Slepian’s and Gordon’s
inequalities, are asymptotically exact. Is this also the case for the restricted versions? More
precisely, let (Cm), (Dn) be sequences of closed convex cones, Cm ⊆ Rm, Dn ⊆ Rn , such that
the relative statistical dimensions converge to c ,d ∈ [0,1], respectively, limm→∞ δ(Cm )m = c and
limn→∞
δ(Dn )
n = d . For a Gaussian (n ×m)-matrix, n > m, do we have asymptotically (with mn
converging to a limit in (0,1)) ‖G‖C→D ∼
p
dn+pcm and σC→D (G)∼
p
dn−pcm? Moreover, for
a square Gaussian (m×m)-matrix G , do we have the asymptotics ‖G‖C→C ∼
p
cm and σC→C (G)∼
1p
cm
?
If these questions can be answered in the affirmative, can they as well be lifted to general
subgaussian distributions?3
Renegar’s condition number. In Section 5 we have seen that Gordon’s inequality, applied to
the restricted singular values in the standard ways described, does not yield bounds on the dis-
tribution of Renegar’s condition number (or even for the rectangular matrix condition number)
that are good enough to recreate the bounds as obtained, for example, in [CD05] or in [AB13] in
terms of tube formulas and integral geometry. Is it possible to formulate a contraction map for a
convex bundle underlying the distance to ill-posedness, rather than just the individual restricted
singular values, in a way that would lead to bounds
P{dist(G ,Σ)≤λ}≤ f (λ)
such that f (λ)→ 0 as λ→ 0, using the methods of Gaussian comparison inequalities?
Kinematic formula for random maps. The generalized Steiner formula (3.5) in the case of
polyhedral cones C is based on a decomposition of Rm induced by the facial decomposition of C
and its polar C ◦. In a similar way, a map AC→D between polyhedral cones induces a decompo-
sition of Rn×m . Is it possible to develop a “Steiner formula” that would express the restricted
norms and singular values of Gaussian matrices in terms of “matricial intrinsic volumes”, and
would contain the Steiner formula as a special case for ‖ΠC (g )‖? Answering such a question
could allow to transfer Edelman’s exact formulas [Ede88] to the cone-restricted case.
3It seems that at least the bounds derived from Slepian’s and Gordon’s inequalities can be extended to the sub-
gaussian case rather straightforwardly [Tro14].
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APPENDIX A. THE BICONIC FEASIBILITY PROBLEM - PROOFS
In this appendix we provide the proofs for Section 2.2. Recall that for C ⊆ Rm, D ⊆ Rn closed
convex cones, the biconic feasibility problem is given by
∃x ∈C \ {0} s.t. Ax ∈D◦, (P) ∃y ∈D \ {0} s.t. − AT y ∈C ◦, (D)
and the sets of primal feasible and dual feasible instances can be characterized by
P (C ,D) =
{
A ∈Rn×m :C ∩
(
AT D
)◦ 6= {0}}= {A ∈Rn×m :σC→D (A)= 0},
D(C ,D)= {A ∈Rn×m : D∩ (−AC )◦ 6= {0}}= {A ∈Rn×m :σD→C (−AT )= 0},
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respectively, cf. (2.4)/(2.5). The proof of Proposition 2.6 uses the following generalization of
Farkas’ Lemma.
Lemma A.1. Let C ,C˜ ⊆Rm be closed convex cones with int(C ) 6= ;. Then
int(C )∩C˜ =; ⇐⇒ C ◦∩ (−C˜ ◦) 6= {0}. (A.1)
Proof. If int(C )∩C˜ =;, then there exists a separating hyperplane H = v⊥, v 6= 0, so that 〈v ,x〉 ≤ 0
for all x ∈ C and 〈v , y〉 ≥ 0 for all y ∈ C˜ . But this means v ∈ C ◦∩ (−C˜ ◦). On the other hand, if
x ∈ int(C )∩ C˜ then only in the case C = Rm , for which the claim is trivial, can x = 0. If x 6= 0,
then C ◦ \ {0} lies in the open half-space {v : 〈v ,x〉 < 0} and −C˜ ◦ lies in the closed half-space {v :
〈v ,x〉 ≥ 0}, and thus C ◦∩ (−C˜ ◦)= {0}. 
For the proof of the third claim in Proposition 2.6 we also need the following well-known
convex geometric lemma; a proof can be found, for example, in [SW08, proof of Thm. 6.5.6].
We say that two cones C ,D ⊆Rm , with int(C ) 6= ;, touch if C ∩D 6= {0} but int(C )∩D =;.
Lemma A.2. Let C ,D ⊆ Rm closed convex cones with int(C ) 6= ;. If Q ∈O(m) uniformly at random,
then the randomly rotated cone QD almost surely does not touch C .
Proof of Proposition 2.6. (1) The sets P (C ,D) and D(C ,D) are closed as they are preimages of
the closed set {0} under continuous functions, c.f. (2.4)/(2.5). Indeed, for any x, the function
A 7→ ‖ΠD (Ax)‖ is continuous, and as a minimum of such functions over the compact set C∩Sm−1,
it follows that σC→D (A) is continuous. Hence, P (C ,D) = {A ∈ Rn×m :σC→D (A)= 0} is closed. The
same argument applies to D(C ,D).
(2) For the claim about the union of the sets P (C ,D) and D(C ,D) we first consider the case
C 6=Rm, so that 0 6∈ int(C ). Using the generalized Farkas’ Lemma A.1, we obtain
A 6∈P (C ,D) ⇐⇒ C ∩
(
AT D
)◦ = {0} ⇒ int(C )∩ (AT D)◦ =; (A.1)=⇒ C ◦∩ (−AT D) 6= {0} ⇒ A ∈D(C ,D).
This shows P (C ,D)∪D(C ,D) = Rn×m . For D 6= Rn the argument is the same. For C = Rm and
D =Rn:
P (Rm ,Rn)=
{
A ∈Rn×m : ker A 6= {0}
}
=
{
{rank deficient matrices} if m ≤ n
R
n×m if m > n,
D(Rm ,Rn)=
{
A ∈Rn×m : ker AT 6= {0}
}
=
{
R
n×m if m < n
{rank deficient matrices} if m ≥ n.
In particular,this shows P (Rm ,Rm)∪D(Rm ,Rm)= {rank deficient matrices}.
(3) If (C ,D) = (Rm ,Rn) then by the characterization above Σ(Rm ,Rn) consists of the rank de-
ficient matrices, which is a nonempty set. If (C ,D) 6= (Rm ,Rm), then the union of the closed
sets P (C ,D) and D(C ,D) equals Rn×m , which is an irreducible topological space, so that their
intersection Σ(C ,D)=P (C ,D)∩D(C ,D) must be nonempty.
As for the claim about the Lebesguemeasure of Σ(C ,D), we may use the symmetry between (P)
and (D) to assume without loss of generality n ≤ m. If A ∈ Rn×m has full rank, then AC has
nonempty interior and from Proposition 2.2 and Farkas’ Lemma,
σC→D (A)= 0 ⇐⇒ C ∩ (AT D)◦ 6= {0} ⇐⇒ AC ∩D◦ 6= {0} or ker A∩C 6= {0},
σD→C (−AT )= 0 ⇐⇒ D∩ (−AC )◦ 6= {0}
(A.1)⇐⇒ D◦∩ int(AC )=;.
Note that if Ax = 0 for some x ∈ int(C ), then A, being a continuous surjection, maps an open
neighborhood of x to an open neighborhood of the origin, so that AC =Rn . Hence, D∩(−AC )◦ 6=
{0} implies ker A∩ int(C )=;, since otherwise AC =Rn , i.e., (AC )◦ = {0}.
If A ∈Σ(C ,D), i.e., σC→D (A)=σD→C (−AT )= 0, and if A has full rank, then AC∩D◦ 6= {0} implies
that D◦ touches AC , while ker A∩C 6= {0} implies that ker A touches C . Hence, if A =G Gaussian,
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then G has almost surely full rank, and Lemma A.2 implies that both touching events have zero
probability, so that almost surely G 6∈Σ(C ,D). 
We next provide the proof for the characterization of the restricted singular values as distances
to the primal and dual feasible sets. From now on we use again the short-hand notation P :=
P (C ,D) and D :=D(C ,D).
Proof of Proposition 2.7. By symmetry, it suffices to show that dist(A,P ) = σC→D (A). If A ∈ P
then dist(A,P ) = 0= σC→D (A), so assume that A 6∈P . Let ∆A ∈ Rn×m such that A+∆A ∈P and
dist(A,P ) = ‖∆A‖. Since A+∆A ∈P , there exists x0 ∈C ∩Sm−1 such that w0 := (A+∆A)x0 ∈ D◦.
For all y ∈D
0≥ 〈w0, y〉= 〈(A+∆A)x0, y〉 = 〈Ax0, y〉−〈−∆Ax0, y〉.
If y0 ∈ B n ∩D is such that ‖ΠD(Ax0)‖ = 〈Ax0, y0〉, then
dist(A,P )=‖∆A‖ ≥ ‖∆Ax0‖ ≥ ‖ΠD(−∆Ax0)‖ = max
y∈B n∩D
〈−∆Ax0, y〉
≥ 〈−∆Ax0, y0〉 ≥ 〈Ax0, y0〉 = ‖ΠD(Ax0)‖ ≥ min
x∈C∩Sm−1
‖ΠD(Ax)‖ =σC→D (A).
For the reverse inequality dist(A,P ) ≤σC→D (A) we need to construct a perturbation ∆A such
that A+∆A ∈P and ‖∆A‖ ≤σC→D (A). Let x0 ∈C ∩Sm−1 and y0 ∈D∩B n such that
σC→D (A)= min
x∈C∩Sm−1
max
y∈D∩B n
〈Ax , y〉= 〈Ax0, y0〉.
Since A 6∈P we have σC→D (A)> 0, which implies ‖y0‖= 1, i.e., y0 ∈D∩Sn−1. We define
∆A :=−y0y T0 A.
Note that
‖∆A‖ = ‖AT y0‖ ≤ 〈AT y0,x0〉 =σC→D (A).
Furthermore,
(A+∆A)x0 = Ax0− y0y T0 Ax0 = Ax0−〈Ax0, y0〉y0 = Ax0−ΠD (Ax0)=ΠD◦(Ax0).
So x0 ∈C \ {0} and (A+∆A)x0 ∈D◦, which shows that A+∆A ∈P , and hence dist(A,P )≤ ‖∆A‖ ≤
σC→D (A). 
APPENDIX B. A NEW VARIANT OF GORDON’S COMPARISON THEOREM
Underlying some of our analysis is a new variant of Gordon’s comparison theorem. For com-
pleteness we first recall the familiar version of Gordon’s inequality [Gor85], see also [Gor87]
and [FR13, Chapter 8] for a simplified derivation.
Theorem B.1 (Gordon). Let Xi j ,Yi j , 1≤ i ≤m, 1≤ j ≤ n, be centered Gaussian random variables,
and assume that
E |Xi j −Xkℓ|2 ≤ E |Yi j −Ykℓ|2, for all i 6= k and j ,ℓ,
E |Xi j −Xiℓ|2 ≥ E |Yi j −Yiℓ|2, for all i , j ,ℓ.
Then Emini max j Xi j ≥ Emini max j Yi j . If additionally
EX 2i j = EY 2i j , for all i , j ,
then for any monotonically increasing function f : R→R,
Emin
i
max
j
f (Xi j )≥ Emin
i
max
j
f (Yi j ).
Slepian’s lemma is obtained by setting m = 1 in Gordon’s theorem. The following theorem (in
the degenerate case of X0 = Y0 = 0) lies somewhere in the middle between the two cases treated
by Gordon’s theorem.
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Theorem B.2. Let X0,Y0,Xi j ,Yi j , 1≤ i ≤m, 1≤ j ≤ n, be centered Gaussian random variables, and
assume that
E |Xi j −Xkℓ|2 ≤ E |Yi j −Ykℓ|2, for all i 6= k and j ,ℓ,
E |Xi j −Xiℓ|2 ≥ E |Yi j −Yiℓ|2, for all i , j ,ℓ,
E |Xi j −X0|2 ≥ E |Yi j −Y0|2, for all i , j .
Then for any monotonically increasing convex function f : R+→R,
Emin
i
max
j
f+(Xi j −X0)≥ Emin
i
max
j
f+(Yi j −Y0), (B.1)
where f+(x) := f (x), if x ≥ 0, and f+(x) := f (0), if x ≤ 0.
In Section 3.5 we provide an example, which shows that (B.1) may fail if f is not convex. The
proof we present is based on a geometric reduction from Maurer [Mau11], cf. Lemma B.5.
In the following we fix a monotonically increasing convex function f : R+ → R, which is dif-
ferentiable on (0,∞) and satisfies limx→0+ f ′(x)= 0. The extension f+ : R→ R, with f+(x) := f (x),
if x ≥ 0, and f+(x) := f (0), if x ≤ 0, is thus monotonically increasing, convex, and differentiable
on R. On the Euclidean space R×Rm×n , whose elements we denote by x = (x0,x11, . . . ,xmn), we
define F : R×Rm×n →R by
F (x) :=min
i
max
j
f+(xi j −x0). (B.2)
This function is differentiable almost everywhere. More precisely, it is differentiable if
min
i
max
j
xi j < x0 or |
{
(k ,ℓ) : xkℓ =min
i
max
j
max{xi j ,x0}> x0
}
| = 1.
In the first case ∇F (x) = 0. In the second case ∇F (x) is zero except for the (k ,ℓ)th entry, xkℓ =
mini max j max{xi j ,x0} (> x0), which is given by f ′(xkℓ− x0). So, if x(t ) is a differentiable curve
through x with x(0)= x, x˙ := x˙(0), then
d
dt F (x(t ))|t=0 = 〈∇F (x), x˙〉 = x˙kℓ f ′(xkℓ−x0). (B.3)
Lemma B.3. Let X0 and Xi j , 1≤ i ≤m, 1≤ j ≤n, be centered Gaussian random variables such that
their joint covariance matrix has full rank. Fix 1≤ k0,k ≤m and 1 ≤ ℓ0,ℓ≤ n with (k0,ℓ0) 6= (k ,ℓ),
and let Y ,Z be Gaussians, defined in one of the two following ways:
(1) Xk0ℓ0 =Y +Z with Z independent of Y ,X0,Xi j , for all (i , j ) 6= (k0,ℓ0),
(2) X0 = Y +Z with Z independent of Y ,Xi j , for all (i , j ).
If X (t ) is defined by
X0(t ) := X0, Xi j (t ) := Xi j , for (i , j ) 6= (k ,ℓ), Xkℓ(t ) := Xkℓ+ t Z , (B.4)
then
d
dt
E
[
F (X (t ))
]|t=0
{
≤ 0 if Y ,Z defined as in (1) and k = k0, or Y ,Z defined as in (2)
≥ 0 if Y ,Z defined as in (1) and k 6= k0.
Proof. We distinguish between the cases (1) and (2).
(1) Let Xk0ℓ0 = Y +Z as described above. We define X +(t ),X −(t ) by
X+0 (t ) := X−0 (t ) := X0, X+i j (t ) := X−i j (t ) := Xi j , if (i , j ) 6∈ {(k ,ℓ), (k0,ℓ0)},
X+k0ℓ0(t ) := Y +|Z |, X
−
k0ℓ0
(t ) := Y −|Z |, X+kℓ(t ) := Xkℓ+ t |Z |, X−kℓ(t ) := Xkℓ− t |Z |,
and denote X+
i j
:= X+
i j
(0) and X−
i j
:= X−
i j
(0). Since Z is independent of Y ,X0,Xi j , for (i , j ) 6= (k0,ℓ0),
we have
E
[
F (X (t ))
]
= 1
2
E
[
F (X +(t ))+F (X −(t ))
]
.
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To simplify the notation, we set
X˙ + = d
dt
X +(t )|t=0, X˙ − = ddt X −(t )|t=0.
A standard argument involving Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem shows that
d
dt E
[
F (X +(t ))
]
= E
[
d
dt F (X
+(t ))
]
, ddt E
[
F (X −(t ))
]
= E
[
d
dt F (X
−(t ))
]
,
so that it is enough to show that almost surely
d
dt
F (X +(t ))+ d
dt
F (X −(t ))= 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉
{
≤ 0 if k = k0
≥ 0 if k 6= k0.
(B.5)
Note that X+
kℓ
= Xkℓ and X+0 = X0. By (B.3), almost surely
〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉 =


X˙+
kℓ
f ′(Xkℓ−X0) if Xkℓ =mini max j max{X+i j ,X0}> X0 and
X+
k ′ℓ′ 6=mini max j max{X+i j ,X0} for all (k ′,ℓ′) 6= (k ,ℓ)
0 else (almost surely),
and similarly for 〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉. Note that if Xkℓ =mini max j max{X+i j ,X0}> X0, then almost surely
X+
k ′ℓ′ 6= mini max j max{X+i j ,X0} for all (k ′,ℓ′) 6= (k ,ℓ), so we may skip this additional condition.
Since X˙+
kℓ
= |Z | and X˙−
kℓ
= −|Z | and by the monotonicity of f , we have 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉 ≥ 0 and
〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 ≤ 0.
If k = k0 then Xkℓ =mini max j max{X+i j ,X0}> X0 implies Xkℓ =mini max j max{X−i j ,X0}> X0, and
in this case 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 = 0. Since this is the only case in which 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉 is
nonzero (with positive probability), we have almost surely 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 ≤ 0.
If k 6= k0 then Xkℓ =mini max j max{X−i j ,X0}> X0 implies Xkℓ =mini max j max{X+i j ,X0}> X0, and
in this case 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 = 0. Since this is the only case in which 〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 is
nonzero (with positive probability), we have almost surely 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 = 0.
This settles the first case.
(2) Let X0 = Y +Z as described above. We define X +(t ),X −(t ) by
X+i j (t ) := X−i j (t ) := Xi j , if (i , j ) 6= (k ,ℓ),
X+0 (t ) := Y +|Z |, X−0 (t ) := Y −|Z |, X+kℓ(t ) := Xkℓ+ t |Z |, X−kℓ(t ) := Xkℓ− t |Z |.
Again, from the independence assumption on Z we obtain E[F (X (t ))]= 12 E[F (X +(t ))+F (X −(t ))],
and it suffices to show that almost surely
〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 ≤ 0 (B.6)
Note that X+
i j
= Xi j for all (i , j ). By (B.3),
〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉 =


X˙+
kℓ
f ′(Xkℓ−X+0 ) if Xkℓ =mini max j max{Xi j ,X+0 }> X+0 and
Xk ′ℓ′ 6=mini max j max{Xi j ,X+0 } for all (k ′,ℓ′) 6= (k ,ℓ)
0 else (almost surely),
and similarly for 〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉. As in the first case, we can skip the additional uniqueness condi-
tion, which is almost surely satisfied, and again, X˙+
kℓ
= |Z | and X˙−
kℓ
=−|Z | and the monotonicity
of f imply 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉 ≥ 0 and 〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 ≤ 0.
Now, Xkℓ = mini max j max{Xi j ,X+0 } > X+0 implies Xkℓ = mini max j max{Xi j ,X−0 } > X−0 , and in
this case Xkℓ−X+0 ≤ Xkℓ−X−0 . By convexity of f it follows that f ′(Xkℓ−X+0 )≤ f ′(Xkℓ−X−0 ), and
thus 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 ≤ 0. Since this is the only case in which 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉 is nonzero,
we have almost surely 〈∇F (X +), X˙ +〉+〈∇F (X −), X˙ −〉 ≤ 0. This settles the second case. 
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It remains to show that Lemma B.3 indeed implies Theorem B.2. We deduce this from general
geometric arguments as used in [Mau11]. We reproduce these arguments in the following for
convenience of the reader, except for Lemma B.4, which is a copy of [Mau11, Lem. 4] and follows
from well-known properties of Euclidean distance matrices, cf. [KW12] for a recent survey on
this theory.
In the following let E denote d -dimensional Euclidean space Rd . Recall that a function
Φ : E k →R is Euclidean motion invariant if
Φ(x1+ y , . . . ,xk + y )=Φ(Q x1, . . . ,Q xk)=Φ(x1, . . . ,xk)
for all x1, . . . ,xk , y ∈ E and Q ∈O(E ). We identify the general linear group on E with the set of
bases of E :
GL(E )= {(x1, . . . ,xd ) : xi linear independent}⊂ E d .
Let D : E d →R(d2) be defined by
D(x1, . . . ,xd ) :=
(
‖xi −x j‖2
)
i< j , (B.7)
and denote ∆ :=D(E d ) and ∆0 :=D(GL(E )).
Lemma B.4. Let E ,D,∆,∆0 be defined as above. The sets ∆,∆0 are convex, ∆0 is open, and ∆ is the
closure of ∆0. Furthermore, any Euclidean motion invariant function Φ : E
d →R factorizes uniquely
over D,
Φ=ϕ◦D, ϕ : R(d2)→R.
Additionally, if Φ is continuous, then so is ϕ, and if Φ is differentiable on GL(E ), then ϕ is differen-
tiable on ∆0.
The following lemma describes the proof strategy as demonstrated in [Mau11].
Lemma B.5. Let E ,D,∆,∆0 be defined as above and let Φ : E
d →R be a continuous Euclidean motion
invariant function, which is differentiable on GL(E ). Assume that for some symmetric sign matrix
S ∈ {1,−1}d×d the following holds: for every basis (x1, . . . ,xd ) ∈ GL(E ) and all i0, j0 there exists a
curve (x1(t ), . . . ,xd (t )), xi (0)= xi , such that
si j
d
dt
‖xi (t )−x j (t )‖2|t=0
{
< 0 if (i , j )= (i0, j0)
= 0 else, and
d
dt
Φ(x1(t ), . . . ,xd (t ))|t=0 ≤ 0.
Then for all (x1, . . . ,xd ), (y1, . . . , yd ) ∈ E d satisfying si j‖xi −x j‖2 ≥ si j‖yi − y j‖2 for all i < j , we have
Φ(x1, . . . ,xd )≥Φ(y1, . . . , yd ). (B.8)
Proof. Using the decomposition Φ =ϕ◦D, we can paraphrase the claim in terms of ϕ. For this,
we define {
(ai j )i< j ∈R(
d
2) : si j ai j ≤ 0 for all i < j
}
=:CS ,
which is an isometric image of the nonnegative orthant R
(d2)
+ . The claim of the lemma is that for
all (ai j ), (bi j ) ∈∆ with (bi j −ai j ) ∈CS we have ϕ(ai j )≥ϕ(bi j ).
By continuity of Φ it suffices to show the claim (B.8) for bases (x1, . . . ,xd ), (y1, . . . , yd ) ∈GL(E ).
In terms of ϕ the claim can then be restated by saying that for any point (ai j ) ∈∆0 the derivative
of ϕ is nonpositive in any direction (vi j ) ∈CS . By linearity of the derivative of ϕ and by convexity
of CS , it suffices to show the monotonicity of ϕ in the extreme directions of the cone CS . Choos-
ing such an extreme direction (vi j ) with vi j < 0 if (i , j ) = (i0, j0) and vi j = 0 if (i , j ) 6= (k ,ℓ), and
letting the curve X (t )= (x1(t ), . . . ,xd (t )) be such that ddt D(X (t ))|t=0 = (vi j ), we obtain
∇(ai j )ϕ(vi j )= ddtΦ(x1(t ), . . . ,xd (t ))|t=0 ≤ 0
by assumption. This shows the monotonicity of ϕ in direction CS and thus proves the claim. 
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Proof of Theorem B.2. By continuity we may assume that f is differentiable on (0,∞) and satisfies
limx→0+ f ′(x)= 0. We consider the Euclidean space E =R×Rm×n , and define
Φ : E 1+mn →R, Φ(x0,x11, . . . ,xmn) := E
[
min
i
max
j
f+(〈xi j −x0,g 〉)
]
,
where g is a standard Gaussian vector in E . The map Φ is Euclidean motion invariant, continu-
ous, and differentiable on GL(E ). Setting X0 = 〈x0,g 〉 and Xi j = 〈xi j ,g 〉, we have
E |Xi j −Xkℓ|2 = ‖xi j −xkℓ‖2, E |Xi j −X0|2 =‖xi j −x0‖2,
and we can reformulate the claim of Theorem B.2 in terms of Φ:
If (x0,x11, . . . ,xmn), (y0, y11, . . . , ymn) ∈ E 1+mn satisfy
‖xi j −xkℓ‖2 ≤‖yi j − ykℓ‖2 if i 6= k , ‖xi j −xiℓ‖2 ≥ ‖yi j − yiℓ‖2, ‖xi j −x0‖2 ≥ ‖yi j − y0‖2,
then Φ(x0,x11, . . . ,xmn)≥Φ(y0, y11, . . . , ymn).
By Lemma B.5 we obtain a different condition that we need to verify, and in the remainder of
the proof we will show that Lemma B.3 is exactly this condition. We restrict to the presentation
of case (1), the second case follows analogously.
The decomposition Xk0ℓ0 = Y + Z corresponds to the decomposition xk0ℓ0 = y + z with y the
orthogonal projection of xk0ℓ0 on the linear span of x0 and xi j , (i , j ) 6= (k0,ℓ0). Note that z 6= 0.
The curve X (t ) defined in (B.4) corresponds to the curve (x0(t ),x11(t ), . . . ,xmn(t )) in E
1+mn given
by
x0(t )= x0, xi j (t )= xi j , for (i , j ) 6= (k ,ℓ), xkℓ(t )= xkℓ+ t z .
We obtain
‖xkℓ(t )−x0(t )‖2 = ‖xkℓ+ t z −x0‖2 = ‖xkℓ−x0‖2+ t2‖z‖2,
‖xkℓ(t )−xi j (t )‖2 = ‖xkℓ+ t z −xi j‖2 =‖xkℓ−xi j‖2+ t2‖z‖2, if (i , j ) 6∈ {(k ,ℓ), (k0,ℓ0)},
‖xkℓ(t )−xk0ℓ0(t )‖2 = ‖xkℓ+ t z − y − z‖2 = ‖xkℓ− y‖2+ (t −1)2‖z‖2,
and thus
d
dt ‖xi j (t )−x0(t )‖2|t=0 = 0,
d
dt ‖xi j (t )−xi ′ j ′(t )‖2|t=0 = 0, if {(i , j ), (i ′, j ′)} 6= {(k ,ℓ), (k0,ℓ0)},
d
dt ‖xkℓ(t )−xk0ℓ0(t )‖2|t=0 =−2‖z‖2.
Hence, Lemma B.3 shows exactly the condition described in Lemma B.5, which finishes the
proof. 
